
was there oidnt take the computers

dont know anything about the computers

Do you know there was any examination of the

coqputers if they were took taken

dont know that

need to get your grand jury testimony fIrst

Excuse me Do you remember givino testimony he crane

jury

Ido

10 The question was asked cf you Was there any

11 indication based on your review of things and all of the

12 analysis that you did as to amy cross movement of any

13 personnel or supplies or anything from one room to the other

14 room during that day Do you remernoe what you cnswered

15 No dont

16 Im going to show you mage 116

17 Okay

18 What was your answer

19 We did strugole with that because we couldnt

20 get the the rooms figured out initially until we knew about

21 that computer glitch And ther nave no ed in there in my

22 testimony the times that Kenneth Rubino finishec dnd Stacy

23 1-lutchinson started

24 Uh huh So you were struggling with the idea of

25 this cross movement because you knew there had -o be some
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cross movement or movement of infected propofol isnt that

correct

Thats correct

And you even under yoar heory where Mr

Mathahs left his patient sedated

MR STAUDAHER Objection thats not what shes

testified to that he left the patient sedated

MR SANTACROCE Well the procedure

THE COURT Well

10 MR SANTACROCE has started The implication is

11 she he was under anesthesia

12 THE COURT All right Well under her theory where

13 Mr Mathahs left the room

14 BY MR SANTACROCE

15 His patient was anesthetized left his room ran

16 over to Stacy Hutchinson who was nearing end of her proceoure

17 carrieo with him an infected bottle of prooofol that he had

18 just heen using on the person that was sedated somehow

19 injecteo Stacy Hutchinson with that infecced bottle and then

20 ran back to his room and infected Rodolfo Meana Is that your

21 theory

22 No dont dont dont know that he

23 ran back

24 But could fave walked Wha was the theory He

25 would have had to carr the infected bottle from Stacy
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Hutchinson which he brought over from sedated patient that

he used that infected bottle on brought it back and teused it

cn Rodoif Meana then it brought it back to the other room

riLissed patient and infected another one Is that your

theory

He could have infected more tham one vicil

Okay And he carried those back anc fnth to

room to room even though his name doesnt appecn on tre

aresthiesic records as the CRNA

10 He was the CRNA on the patient richL citer Stacy

11 Hutchinson

12 Uh huh And then went back to his cor And

ii tfat patient by the way did not report being infected

14 correct

15 Thats correct

16 Im sorry Im almost done So Im jst

17 revewing Okay

18 Uh huh

19 Thats all have Thank you madm

20 THE COURT Redirect

21 REDIRECT EXPIINATION

22 El MR STAUDAHER

23 Maam in Mr Santacroce just went over

24 number of things with you regardng the times ard the charts

25 and all of that and youve seer the charts you producen the
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charts correct

Thats correct

Now the times weve looked at the procedare

times theres an hour of on at least some of them on one of

te dates correct

Correct

And on others theyre theyre matching up

with minues each time on some correct

Yes

10 And theyre iO minutes each time then 31

11 minutes e0ch time right

12 Yes

13 And you said that there was no inaication

14 wbatsoever that the rooms were in any way synced up to the

15 exact times between the rooms

16 Thats correct

17 So in order to rely on the whole thing tndt Mr

18 Santacroce ust went throuch with you wouldnt you have to

19 think an hat all of hose times are accurate That you

20 wou_d nave to rely on the cccuracy of those records

21 Yes

22 MR SAnTACROCE your Honor Im going to object to

23 him impeaching his own evidence

MR STAUDAHER Im not impeaching my own evidence

25 THE COURT dont think thats what hes
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MR SANTACROCE They prepared this chart they

reled on this chart they caused us to rely on the chart

THE COURT All right thats overrulec iii

dont think thats what hes trying to do

BY MR STAUDAHER

That chart is simpy basically recurgitct on

of what is contained in the records is it not

Thats correct

mean you didnt do any sort of massacing of

10 those times or anything like that

11 No

12 In fact think you testified that you actually

13 had to you did multiple multiple iterations of sorting

14 to try and figure it out

15 Thats correct

16 And you couldnt do it almost is that richt

17 Thats right It didnt make sense

18 So you went with what you thought was the most

19 accurate of those times

20 Yes

21 And even pointed cit on the two days that

22 were talking about there are pronlems with that date

23 Thats correct

/4 Now were you awcre tlso even for that tine that

25 you used to sort all those patients that it was likely the
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nurse or somebody else in the room who put down the start time

of the orooedure the initiation of the note that the dootor

oame ix 1ter on

didnt know who filled out the oharts

Thats fIne You just used that information

just used that information

Okay So agcin youre having to rely on the

aoouroy of he reoord irself and the times in that reoord to

even order the people appropriately

10 Thats oorreot

11 You sdid thdt you had knowledge at least

12 tfrouoh the investigation tnat there was pre ohartino there

13 wds f0urio0tion of stuff that was done you know before

14 people ctudlly had their prooedures done

15 Thats oorrect

16 And you icnow from just looking at the physioal

17 times on the oharts that those patients oouldnt have been

18 tfere for the length of thne that it said it on the ohart

19 itself oorreot

20 Thats rigft

21 mean theres not enough hours in the dcy

22 Thats rgIt

23 Now wan to step baok little bit to with

24 regard to some thinos that Mr or exouse me Ms Stanish

25 said to you And rerrmmber that whole thing that she went
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through with the issue of whether or not there was nventory

in 2006 or how much inventory there was all of that correct

Thats correct

Now all of the charts that we we displayed

here did any of those have 2006 datd in them

at to see if

how much that vas

Thats right

So that you woulcrit skew your numbers wrongly

Thats correct

Now Ms Stanish cume up to you and saici well

gosh theres some missing months in 2006 is that correct

Thats correct

And lets see could you find chdt that

one record for me With regaro to that mean assume you

went back and looked and looked whatever available

information there was at the tine

Yes

correct And Im going to show you couple

of things

MR STAUDAHER May approach Your Honor
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THE COURT Sure

BY MR STAUDAHER

lAnd this is the medical supplies analysis thats

proposed States 163 You were shown some thincs on it Im

referring to Bates number 690

MS STANISH Im sorry What Bates somp number

THE OURT 690

MR STAUDAHER Bates number 690

BY MR STAUDAHER

10 Now on this just want to dsk ou couple

11 of things and this relates to back in 2006

12 MS STANISH Im sorry Mr Staudahe my Bates

13 stamps are different then yours Could you 1ease give me the

14 exhibit number or attachment number

15 MR STAIJDAHBR dont know

16 THE COURT Well this sounds like noon time to

17 take our evening recess and in the break this evening perfaps

18 counsel ccn get together and coordinate this exfihit to

19 MR STAUDAHER Sure

zO THE COURT so because Im assuminc youre

21 going to have finish up tomorrow with your reoirect and

22 that may involve that particular exhibit So oet together ann

23 make and sort out the Bates numbers so that everybody is on

24 the same page with what were all looking at oa what you folks

25 are looking at
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Ladies and gentlemen we will reconvene tomorrow

morning at nine a.m And durieg the evening recess youre

reminded that youre not to discuss the case or anything

relating to the case with each other or with anyone else

Youre not to read watch listen to any reports of or

conmentaries on the case person or subject matter relating to

the case Do not do any independent research b3 was of the

Internet or any other menium And please do no form or

express an opinion on the tral We may be staying little

10 bit late so if anyone has any problems or issues with that

11 tomorrow just let the bailiff know and then of course hell

12 inform me and then we can cooroinate our witnesses ann

13 whatnot All right Everyone notepads in your chairs

14 fol ow the bailiff through tie rear door

15 Ms Sampson do not discuss your testimony with

16 anyone during the evenino recess Okay

17 THE WITNESS Okay

18 Court recessed for the evenino cit 456 p.m
19

20

21

22

/3

24

25
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syringe and they inject it into patient and they go back

into that vial

Oh no thats not my hypothetical Im sorry

dont explain myself well These numbers this these

do got the right one up there No dont Your chart

for 154 you know we were tmiking aucut assumptions and the

third assumption was trying to abarate on deals with your

ratio Your assumption is that they are only using one vial

As said size doesnt matter in your analysis If mear

10 you dont have in here brekoown of 20 milliliter and 50

11 milliliter vials do you

12 No

13 You could have if you wanted correct

14 Possibly yes

15 But because you were using the CDC

16 recommendation best ror best pactioes what Im trying to

17 understand and make sure Im correct in this ano thct the jury

18 understands you are assuming when you say 1.9 1.99

19 pat2ents per vial you are assuming that whether its 50

20 milliliter vial whether its 20 milliliter vial that is

ii only going to be drawn from one time

22 For it will be drdwn many times as they

23 need to inject one pat art one vial for one patient

24 So youre saying is it your assumption that

25 can take syringe and enter 50 milliliter vial five times
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to inject it in the same patient

Yes and then you throw the vial away

And oan and where do you get that

understanding from

That would be ising one viil for one patient

with one syringe

And same with the 20 rdiiiliter vial If am

doing one one patient one syrince cam go into the vial

two times to empty out that

10 If you use it for one patient and dont reuse

11 that vial on another patient

12 Okay Is that your nterpretatian of what the

13 CDC one vial one syrinoe one oatient is

14 Yes

15 Okay And all rioht This is total number

16 of of vials right

17 Yes

18 Doesnt matter if ts 20 or its just

19 total

zO Thats oorreot

21 And you divided that by the numbr of pat ents

22 or Im sorry you divide you put 11844 vials of

23 propofol into 23576 patients in order to come up with the

1.99 ratio right

/5 Thats oorreot
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If if half of these vials lets say are 50

milliliter well  uess were getting into the syringe

discussion now right Lets talk about your syringe

ana ysis Okay

Okay

This is where you talked about ceveloped

ratio Please walk us through what you mean by that and

ckay

Okay

10 You get statistical analysis anc as

11 understand it your statistical analysis is based on two days

12 correct

didnt do statIstical analysis

14 Okay

15 took two ddys the two days tha we have

16 Okay

17 of the infections and countec how many

18 irijections there were off of those spreadsheets that cid

19 Okay And when when you look at those

20 spreadsheets and were talking about that gicantic chart

21 right was bit confused becusc your just for

22 instance when you testified in the grand jury how many

23 injections did you state testfy occurred on Septembor

24 21st 2007 Do you need your arnd jury testimony or is it

25 That would help
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in your is it in your repor

Im lookino through my report it might be

Okay Theres did you find The syringe

your report

Yes did

Arid what was your analyss of how many

ooourred on September 1st 2007

have on September 2Tht

patents who reoeived 64 proceoures So

of patients and counted the number cf

were 185 injections given a5 documented

determined ratio so it woulo be J-
patient

for July

And give me the figure thct you came up wth for

July 25th there were 65 o0tlents who hao 67

procedures and one patient file was missino so coulo rot

count that one Sixty sour patients received propofol

irjections and for that day there were 113 injections

Now those fig-ures ttiinic were different than

what you stated on direct exam can am rioitf

was counting the number of syrirges not

11 jections

Explain that to me and lets just use Mr

Rubino as an example Okay

KARP REPORTINO INC
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Okay

Your calculation this ratio that you in your

ana ysis youre telling me you you counted syringes How

many syringes based on your counting were used for Mr

Rublno

Each syrince held 100

Uhhuh

milliliters so he would have used two

syrnges

10 You didnt go you did not in your to net

II 100 are you saying if you were to count all of these

12 which Im going to ask you to do during break Im afraid

did you initially in derivino your ratio count each one of

14 ttese doses

15 Could you could you restate that

16 Im sorry will Did you count each dose as

17 ar inmiction And maybe need to explain my terminolocy

i8 because mean read your grand jury testimory and

i9 understood you to use the term injection

zO Yes

21 but if we were to count up each of these and

zz Im going to use the term dose Im going to say 50 thats

z3 dose of propofol 50 CQ Okay

24 Okay

25 What Im asking you when you come up with 13R
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injections did you merely count one two three focr five

each dose

Yes counted each one of those as an

irjection

All right So Im clear then vhat you just

said so for instance with patient number one it woulo be

t5ree injections correct

Yes

And so thats exactly what as ce-tnc

10 Irree three does that mean three syringes

11 No

12 Okay Because you said there were l8

13 injections

14 THE COURT So an injection is dcse

15 THE WITNESS Yes

16 THE COURT Okay So like lets just tcike the top

17 ane here Its 50 50 50 or 60 looks like ED So you

18 say tnat there are three injections or three doses The first

19 two are for 50 and is the thiro one is that six or five

20 THE WITNESS cant teli from he screen

21 THE COURT cant tell from the screen eltrei

22 Okay And then you you would count this as two syrirges

23 because syringe holds 100 so you add 50 and 50 and tfats

24 100 And then you have this third number which is either

25 50 guess its five 50 and so that wouid be your secono
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syrnge correct

THE WITNESS Thats correct

THE COURT And then you go down to the next one and

youve got 50 plus 50 equals 100 so thats one

THE WITNESS One syringe

THE COURT Okal

THE WITNESS Two injections

THE COURT And two doses And then the next one you

scy 50 ulus 50 is one is 100

10 THE WITNESS Syrthge

11 THE COURT equals one syringe and then the next

ore 50 plus 50 is one plus 50 plus is two plus the cO

ct tuere by itself and so thats three

14 THE WITNESS Three

15 THE COURT Okay

16 MS 5TANI5H Can we take break so that she can

17 THE COURT Well want to make sure understand

18 MS STANISH Wel thats why think its

IC appropriate to take break

zO THE COURT Okay We can take break because we

zl needed break anyway

z2 MS STANISH Right And then Im goirg to ask the

23 witness to actually count Itll take while so

z4 THE COURT All rlgnt Ladies and gentlemen were

zS going to take break Lttle over 10 minutes Durinc the
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break you are reminded that youre not to discuss the case or

anythng relating to the case with each other or with anyone

else Youre not to read watch listen to axy reports of or

corimnentaries on this case any person or subject matter

relcting to the case Dont do ny independent research dnd

please dont form or express at opinion on the ria_

Notepads in your chairs and if you have questions gIve Them to

the bdiliff and follow him throuqh the rear doot

Jury recessec at 257 p.m
10 THE COURT Ms Stanish before we take our breac IS

11 there anything you needed to put on the record No Okay

12 If youre going to ask the witness to do somethino oi count

13 something

14 MR WRIGHT Do it on the record

15 MS STANISH Oh yeah do Im sorry Your Honor

16 THE COURT Thats all right Before we my staff

17 and are going to leave the room so if you teen to place

18 something

19 MS STANISH Correct

20 THE COURT on the record do it bafore my staff

21 ard leave the room Then if you want the witness to co

22 something during the break just by herself there

23 MS STANISH Okay

24 THE COURT tell her so she can use the restroom

25 or whatever she needs to do
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MS STANISH Very good

THE COURT And then she can come back in and count

or mi wbetever

MS STANISH My my review of the grand jury

rndter1ai in Ms Sampsons repcrt shcws that she based her

ama ysis on each dose although the term injection is used in

report sat there one Sturoay night late counting aid

thcugnt my mdth came to 185 doses as opposed to you know

Irr going to break these down as Mr Staudaher did in his

10 quest on to milligrams -o ff11 up syringe But my Im

11 trying Im trying to understand these ratios and my

12 urderstanding of the ratio that Ms Sampson usec was basec on

13 dose not milligrams tha- 10cc syringe can hold

14 Sc want to see Im my counting was correct so

15 Im goino to ask her durino the break after bathroom break

16 for you Ms Sampson to count You know lets just picK the

17 Septerrbei 21st one aid count those doses to see if that 185

18 irjecton term that youre usirg is is dose just think

19 its matter of recollectIon but want the

20 MR STASDAHER Il stIpulate its dose

21 MS STANISH record to be clear

22 MR STAUDAHER mean dose and injection are

23 the same thing

24 THE COURT Right So just so

25 MS STANISH No tteyre not
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THE COURT Well wait Well

MS WECKERLY lits not the same as syringe though

THE COURT No so

MS STANISH Right

THE COURT just so were on the same page Ms

this is how heard your testimony So three doses two

syringes on the firs line

THE WITNESS Thats correct

THE COURT OKa3 Ano the seoond line is two doses

10 one syringe

11 THE WITNESS Yes

12 THE COURT And the ttiird line is two ooses one

13 syrnge

14 THE WITNTESS Yes

15 THE COURT And the so thats how you thats

16 how you did it

17 THE WITNESS Yes

18 THE COURT And Ly dose dose egnals iniection

19 THE WITNESS Yes

20 THE COURT Okay

21 MR WRICHT Okay And so she already did you

22 concluded theres 185 if we added every 50 50 60 40 those

23 all total 185 on that pace riaht

24 THE WITNESS Wfatever said they were

25 MR WRIGHT Rioht
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MR STAUDAHER Yes agree with that

MS STANISH Right but youre making

MR WRIGI-IT So she already added them all up

MR STAUDAHER Exaotly

MS STANISH your ratio is based on injeotions

not tte nurnbei of syringes

MR STALDAHER No that was something asked her to

do

MS WECKERLY One or them is

10 MR STALDAHER when she ws up there That

11 her other thing that dictht even ask her about the ratio

12 of inetions

13 THE COURT So Hust to make ust so were all

14 olear This youre assumno its two syringes but it ooulu

15 have been one sy inge 310 toe twioe into the twioe into

16 the vial And by syringe you oont necessarily mean new

17 syringe you mean fuil syringe and then partial

18 THE WITNESS lL syringe would have been 100

19 THE COURT RiU

20 THE WITNESS Arc partial would have been the 50

21 And Im assurnng they dicnt use that parial syringe on

22 someone else

23 THE COURT Okay Eut it could have been one

24 syringe one patient could have been two syringes one

25 patient You dont you would have no
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THE WITNESS dont know

THE COURT -- way to know that

THE WITNESS And thats yeah

THE COURT Okay

MR WRIGHT All right Gct it

MS STANISH Yeah

THE COURT All rlgnt If anyone needs break go

ahedd and take it guess you dont have Ms Stanish so

she doesnt have to count

10 MS STANISH No

11 THE COURT Okay

12 Court recessed at 302 p.m untl 313 p.m
13 Outside the presence of the jury

14 MS WECKERLY have two witnesses our there ano

15 dont think Ms Stanish is done Mr Santacroce are you

16 still going to be an hour

17 MR SANTACROCE Probably

18 THE COURT Yeah was kind of hoping to go

19 little bit past five although know you need LO

zO MS WECKERLY Yeah

ii THE COURT Well be cone by 530 Is that enough

22 time for you to do it

23 MS WECKERLY ThRLs yeah thats fine

z4 THE COURT Are you sure

25 MS TfCKERLY Yeah thats fine just do you
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want me to keep the witnesses

THE COURT Its whatever you think mean

MR STALDAHER think that based on where we are

and know Ive got some work left to do as well that

THE COURT mean at east let one go because

MS WECKERLY Okay

THE COURT certainly were not going to get to

both of them

MS WECKERLY Okay Ill let one go

10 MR STALDAHER Ocay

11 THE COURT Do you want to see where one of you

12 Mr Wright and Ms Stanish are because hinc the jurys all

13 gone to the restroom

14 MS WEKERLY Murgaret do you know Im just

15 have two witnesses out there You or your not are you

16 halfway or whut do you think

17 MS STAKISH dont know really oont Sorry

18 MR STACDAHER Its my my inclination to let both

19 of those witnesses oo thnk were going to taKe the

20 balance cf the dcy with with Nancy

21 MS STAKISH Who e1se Is cut there

22 THE COURT What do you well what do how much

23 mean whos out there At east let one let one go

24 and then you know if its you can always jurip up

25 and run out if Ms you know is still going on and we
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havent even gotten to Mr Santacroce ard its then quarter of

four

MR WRIGHT This is going to go until tomorrow

THE COURT Whats that

MR WRIGHT This is going to go until tomorrow

THE COURT You think shes going to go until

tomorrow

MR WRIGHT Yeah

MS SThNISH Its

10 MR WRIGHT Honestly its hardly

11 THE COURT Well dont

12 MR WRIGHT tryino to scramble the change between

13 the grand jury and now

14 THE COURT Okay Well dont know what all youre

15 going to ask mean know sometimes you say all day and

16 then youre an hour and were dli sitting here with nothing to

17 do say thats somewhat foetiously

18 MR WRIGHT oont know Maybe shes faster than

19 am

20 THE COURT but nothing to do in front of the

21 MS STANISH Yeah Its not like had time to

22 prepare the witness and Mr Staudater didnt either guess

23 dont know cant cart its hard to predict

24 THE COURT All can tell you is the jury you Know

25 is complaining about the to the bailiff you know arid
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concerned about the time the trials taking asking to work

longer days Thats all can report so Ms Weckerly has

conflict before you get irto anything Mr Wright Ms

Weckerly has conflict hs eveniug so said wed definitely

be none by 530 so she can go akerever it is she needs to

go

MR WRIGHT My ient Im putting on the record

he cant go past five Im oak qong to put his health in

jeopardy because the jurys nconvenienced If they thdnt

10 want in the damn case they shou_dnt have got on the thing

11 and they should have thought of things He is not healthy

12 THE COURT Well sore dak try to think of tflings and

13 were still making them serve

14 MR WRIGHT am not you an Im rot coing to

15 put his health at risk over the desire to get tfis over with

16 Ive put it on the recorc tirn ato time again

17 THE COURT Well ano -st of all we havent gone

18 past five single ddy so dont soggest

19 MR WRIGHT No Im not suggestino in the

20 past

21 THE COURT Okay but ths has been problem

z2 MR WRIGHT just saying

23 THE COURT And number two really dont think an

24 extra 15 or so minutes zO minakes is going to is ooino to

25 put your clients health in jeopardy
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MR WRIGHT It was going at 930 or at 1000 then

tiey pushed it back to 900 Now its going to be all nines

Now so now its nine to five

THE COURT Its not gong to be all nines

MR WRIGHT Hes here at nine in the morninc whether

the jury is or not Hes at my office by eight a.m Hes

staying after Court because ne cant comprehend whats going

on And now youre telling me were going to go later in the

night And Im just telling you Im coing to stand up tell

10 you Im sick and cant go on because Im

11 THE COURT Okay Well first of all Im reporting

12 to you because if were you know look the court reports

13 to the lawyers when we have information Do with it what you

14 want So Im just reporting that you know because just

15 be aware of it If we learn something communicate to you

16 folks

17 MR WRIGHT Im sorry

18 THE COURT thats what do Okay

19 MR WRIGHT les

20 THE COURT Because dont want to be accused down

21 the road oh well the judge knew that the jury was

22 compldining and you know when say complaining yoL know

23 theyre concerned and they we tell them if youre

24 concerned tell the bailiff Thats what theyre doing So

25 like we tell them theyre supposed to do number one
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Number two You know next week one of the juror

with the dental issue has to go hack to the denList so were

going to have late start probably Thursday of next week

meaning late start meanng you folks wont have to get here

and the Court will do its own c0_enoar Courts planning on

doing its own starting to do some of 1s own civil

calendars and so those nays wl me some ldte sLarts If

were later start at 10 tner you know Im going to maybe

keep the jury little bit later on those on those days

10 Ms Weckerly

11 MS WECKERLY Oh just Im Im not

12 trying to interrupt the Court but did jusl want to say

13 that based on the the pcce weKe ooino now which is

14 little faster actually tom defense urursel that

15 thought we would be done witn our case either the end of

16 the week of the 17th which lke the you Know 20

17 THE COTJRT All rignt

18 MS WECKERLY or like ur we days in

19 Jury reconvened at p.m
zO THE COURT All right Court is nov bcicK in session

21 And Ms Stanish you may resune your cross exunlindton of the

22 witness

2a BY MS STAnISH

24 Please clarify for us something you sam on

zS direct exam You said that you had ratio of z.4 What did
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you mean by that And if theres an exhibit should throw up

there that you think would clarify that let me know ano Ill

throw it up there

Okay Its on my medical supplies analysis on

page Its the Bates stamp number 547

What what page because dont have

different Bates stamps than you

Page 13

Okay Explain to us what the 2.4 ratIo means

10 let me tell you howl got to tdit

11 ratio

12 Please do

13 On July 25th counted the number of patients

14 Okay

15 counted the number of inections So there

16 were 23 injections divided that by the number or

17 patIents so have 1.92 ratio of patients to injections

18 Okay And so what youre assuming is witt each

19 injection theres ne syringe corlect

20 Yes

zl And is that based on your undelstanding of the

22 CDC best practice scenario

23 In this case its based on -he fact that Knew

24 they used the vials multiple times

z5 Let let me give lets just hone in im
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showing you Exhibit 156 which is the chart for September

21st Okay

Okay

And want you to lets lets just ta

about for this would be Mr M0thahs as the CPNA

Okay

And lets talk about patient if 3/au woulo

look at the chart there number five

Okay

10 Now air correct understandinc this chart to

11 snow that patient number five had two procedures

12 colonosopy and endo

13 Well cant see what the proredures say hut

14 Im sorry that happens ll the time

15 Yes

16 Okay So explain to us so hat we ist usinc

17 tis as an example with the first procedure wfich w0s

18 colonoscopy oatient number five nad how many Injections

19 Five

zO And how many syringes so that wmild be fve

21 raililiters 50 milliliters of medicine

22 Fo each injection yes

23 How many now were going to go down the

z4 metric route How many syringes do you think were used on the

25 first during the first colonoscopy
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MR STAUOAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

THE

MR

MS

MR

were used

MR

MS

10 MR

11 THE

12 you well

13 MS

14 THE

15

16 tIe easiest

17

18

19

20

21 that

22 jst

/3

24

25

Useo

COURT Im sorry Say that again

STAUDAHER How many do you think were used

STANISH Were talk

STAUDAHER how many syringes do you thinK

WRIGHT Thats what were doing

STANISH Isnt that what this analysis is

STAUDAHER It is not

COURT Well okay Maybe she then can when

let me let me ask this

STANISH Okay you try it

COURT Wher you say like for example turnno

b0cK lets just start to use the top line because thats

THE WITNESS Okay

THE COURT You say two syringes fo that

THE WITNESS flats correct

THE COURT Does that mean that its two syrinces

two separate ones tfat were necessarily used or are 3ou

meaning what

THE WITNESS Cue syringe holds 100 milliliters So

if they hd 150 that to me that would mean they useo two

syringes
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THE COURT All right Unless they used the same

syringe more than one time

THE WITNESS Thats correct

THE COURT In that case that would be one syringe

regardless of how many times how many hundxeos you get Is

that true

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Okay

BY MS STANISH

10 The so let me go to weve had testimony

11 tf at Mr Mathahs would use one syringe

12 Ub huh

13 and go in for the first dip fake orf the

14 needle put on new needle go in second time Okay CdT

15 you dnd you know that from reviewing interviews anc such

16 assume

17 dont remember that specifically no

18 Well lets take as matter of secord that Mr

19 Mathans testified at one point that he would use one syringe

20 dip put on new needle dip again Okay

21 Okay

22 So lets go to pat ent number five Mr

23 Mathafls based on what just cave you as an example wou

z4 have gone into would have would have done one 50 50

zS 50 50 50 He would have taken one syringe wflch is 100
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which is 10 10cc

Uhhuh

or 100 milliliters right

Yes

And so what he wou have done was for the first

dose put the syringe in the hep lock right

Yes

And hen squeeze out 50 what is that

milFigrvs or milliliters rather

10 Milliliters

11 MR STALDAHER Actually milligrams Your Honor

12 Milligrams

13 BY MS flANISH

14 And -hen wait bit and then same syrinoe ir

15 there out in the next dose Now that syringe is empty

16 correct 50 50 its empty

17 Correct

18 Then he woulc take off the needle put on new

19 needle go into the lets just assume were using 50

20 mili iter vial here because think thats what the eviqunce

21 was aio he would he hed give the first 50 milliliter

22 dose correct

23 Yes

24 And then 30 Hed have some left over

25 Youre talking this patient line
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Im just going through oh Im diG jump

on you Im so sorry

Yes

My bad my bad Were right here It would

have been another 50 He would have repeated the same

process correct

Yes

And then he would have gone in again

Yes

10 And then hes hes working on the same

11 patient for the next procedure same patient and he would have

12 repeated that process correct

13 With the same syringe

14 According to his testimony it he saic that he

15 wouid reuse the same syringe put on new needle in between

16 So let me let me make sure have this rght

17 He would

18 Okay

19 use one syrince for

20 For one patient

21 Okay For for one oatient So youre

22 talking about the one patient number five who had

23 Righ

24 the two procecures

25 Right
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Okay Youre not talking about going from

patent number five to the next one

Were talkino about patient number five right

here

Yes

50 50 50 50 50 Second procedure the

same amount of propofol correct

Yes ore sir Thqe

One syrinne

10 Okay

11 And if we were to dd up these milligrams what

12 size vials would he Yao -o mive used or we dont know How

13 much propofol ould he have tao to use

14 Five hunorea mlligmms

15 Is that RQ milliliters

16 dont Know

17 He would hcve nao to use he would have had to

18 use 50 milliliter vicl or that patient

19 Im assumiro he would but Im honestly not

20 this is not area of expertse milliliters and

21 No Im no- 0sking you to mean you dId the

22 analysis nd to be clear our analysis is based on one

23 s3ringe one patient one uial correct

24 Right

25 But the realty is theres no dispute that the
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clinic was multi was using the syringe for multiple people

correct

Correct

But each CPNA had different technique to

aominister the propof 01 correct

believe thats true

From your understanding

From my unoerstardng believe thats true

And what Im tryinq to show is that the in

10 this example Mr Mathahs can use one syringe one vial empty

11 it out on one patient by using the same syringe correct

12 Thats correct

13 Your am correct in understanoing that your

14 araysis does not presume usino vial of propofol ano

15 prefilling five syringes 50 mililiter

16 Youre correct ddrit presume that

17 went under the assumption of crc vial one syringe per

18 patient

19 So if its Linda 1-luboard for insance or even

20 Yir Mathahs as recall hs testimcny said that he prefilled

21 bunch of syringes in the morninq Your analysis does not

22 take that into account

23 Thats correct

24 So if we were if we had evidence we have

25 people testifying that have 50 milliliter vial and
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prefill five syringes and do that three times over so have

bundle of 15 and Ive you know swabbed the top of the vial

each time filled the syringe your cnalysis does not account

for that

Thats correct

And your afaLysis does not account for if have

20 milliliter vial nd Im goinu to put use one

syringe to go in there two times to treat the same patient is

that accounted for in your analysis Same syringe

10 Uh huh

11 Im sorry same val

12 Uh huh

13 one syilnoe

14 Uh-huh

15 one patient qo in to times Is that okay

16 on is that encompasseo your dnl\sis

17 No because took one syringe per inject on

18 because counted the number of netions because knew they

19 were multiusing the vials

20 Thats not dIsputed

21 Right

22 It comes down to whether your analysis basically

23 is depiction of what would have happened if the persornel

24 used the CDC best practice versus prefilling the syrirges from

25 vial versus Mr anybody usng one vial for one patient
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with one syringe correct

Correct

So youre ignoring what actually happened at the

clinic

took one vial per patient If they had used

one vial per patient and one syrthge per patient they would

have had to have thrown out the used vial and not reused it

knew they were using the vial for multiple patients so

did this analysis to see if they had enough vials for propofol

10 of propofol per patiert and they did not So then did

11 one syringe per the syrnge analysis is to determine if

12 they had enough syringes for each injection

Li THE COURT You mean for each 100 milliliters because

14 you if youre only taking 50 and its one syringe you woulc

15 do two injections correct

16 THE WITNESS If they took

17 THE COURT mean it iooks like they didnt give

18 them the whole 100 at time pretty much ever accordirg to

19 this

20 THE WITNESS But dont know that they didnt just

21 fill it with 50 50 did

z2 THE COURT Okay Sc okay so

23 THE WITNESS each injection was one syringe

24 THE COURT So your assumption is that if it shows 50

25 here thats all they filled tfe syringe as opposed to fillinc
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it 100 giving them 50 to see okay how is this affecting the

person oh theyre not as eep et me give them the other 50

That was your assumption

THE WITNESS Yes Each lnection required

syringe

THE COURT Okay Sc we oont know if there like

if ts 100 in the syringe ano lice said you give them 50

see you know see that theyre breathing whatever Okay

theyre breathing Im goino to gve them -he other 50 Could

10 have been done that way

11 THE WITNESS It coulo have been done chat way

12 Thats not what based my ana ysis on

13 BY MS STANISH

14 You had 130 you sGlO there were 132

15 injections on September 21st or 85

16 Injection scrTv On July 2uth there were

17 123 injections On September st there were 185 injections

18 Meanino 185 separate syringes were used

19 No there were 185 injections

20 Okay

21 THE COURT have question us to totally go

22 somewhere else Line 16 where it says 150 milligrams how

23 could that be if syrinqe only ho ds 100 millicrams

24 THE WITNESS counted tnat cs one injection

25 THE COURT Okay But that mean were there
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like other bigger syringes or we just dont know if the

records were

THE WIIIThTESS Thats the way record was

THE COURT Okay

BY MS STANISH

Your assumpton then for patient number five

would be based on your nciysLs how many syringes would be

used for the colonoscopy

There were fve injections

10 Are you saying

11 My analysis was based on injections

12 When you say injections are you saying that

13 each injection does your analysis require one syringe per

14 each injection

15 Yes

16 Okay So if we count up each of These what Im

17 going to call what youre cdlling dose injections youre

18 saying there are 185 injections c5 we go mean If

19 think we stipulated dd we ncmt that off the record that

20 each one of these 50 50 HO edch one is what you counted as

21 an injection correct

22 Correct

23 Okay And nc as Im understanding your

24 testimony now think its becoming clear to me what you did

25 Your each one of these doses or you call it to you dose
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is equivalent to an injectIon correct

Yes

And and and each injection requires

separate syringe new syrinoe

Yes

Meanino that ii thume dre 185 Im going to

call it doses youre saying Uat there should have been 185

syringes used on September 21st order to omport with your

urderstanding of the CDC best prcctie rule

10 Yes

11 Okay dont want to lose that Now so as

12 now thats why wanteo to go back to this Goino back

13 to patient number five ther 1x Mithahss patient here with

14 the oolonoscopy you wouli h0ve scId it requireo theres

15 one two three four five rectons for the colonosoopy

16 correct

17 Yes

18 Meanino Mi Mathdhs should have used five

19 separate syringes

20 Yes

21 And hen when me ed tne the endoscopy on

22 patIent number five he shoud there we have this chart

23 showing one two three four rye 50 milligr-am doses it

24 should have been another fIve syringes

25 Yes
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Ten altogether or patient number five

Yes

THE COURT Did anyone or did you at least talk

to an anesthesiologist or someone to find out well is it

normally that theyd only have 50 in syringe or that

theyd have 100 in syringe and he giving it at 50 increment

doses because it seems pretty consistent here that the first

dose is always 50 or did you just look at the record ano say

ttat was just 50

10 THE WITNESS looked the record and whatever it

11 said because some of them were 100

12 THE COURT Right but Im just saying and theres

13 tfis big one here for 150 on line 16 But we okay Im

14 just just it jus occurred to me but Im going to get

15 out of Ms Stanishs way now Ms Stanish Im Im

16 MS STANISH have to follow you Your Honor

17 THE COURT Im out of the way

18 MS STANISH No thank you for your help

19 BY MS STANISH

20 Just to follow what Judge Adair pointed out

II there though the we hao test mony for instance -hlnk

22 it was Ralph McDowell who said he would take one syringe fill

23 it up and if Mr McDowell was Going this patient and maybe

24 even Mr Mathahs 50 50 Id have t1te syringe in the

25 hep lock put in 50 milligrams patimst is drifting off
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looks to be asleep wait little bit syrinne is still in

tiere give empty out that syringe

Now 100cc syringe is empty So what Im suggesting

to you is that with respect to patient number five you could

have instead of five insteao of 10 syiJnges number one

you could have if we use the Mathchs way of one syringe

one needle can use one vial 50 milliliter lets say ane

dip into it with the same syrirge chdnging out thcL neeciles

swabbing the top each time and and tredt than pdtien

10 correct

11 took this to be one syrince per injection per

12 CDC and dont

13 Okay And just

14 dont know how every CRNA diG it

15 Correct you dont But just to shov that your

16 your one syringe for each dose does no- take into account

17 the technique that Mr Mathahs empanyed where Im goirg to use

18 one syringe take off the needle between each edch time

19 empty Gut the syringe What Im sugoesting Is Mr if we

20 use that technique your your your assumplions eont

21 account for Mr Mathahs gong into the vial usino one

22 syringe to treat this patient number five

23 No

24 Nor does your analysIs take into account Mr

25 think it was Ralph McDowell who says prefill my syringes
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and put the syringes or maybe that was Vincent Sagendorf

might have my CPNA5 mixed up But Im not just going to

Im prefilling my syringe lOOccs and am going to

administer 50 Im going to wait syringe is still there

Im going to do another 50 then Im going to take out

Yaybe grab another syringe and repeat that process Your

analysis doesnt take into account that techniqte of

think its called trication Im not sure what the term was

where put the syringe in give portion at time

10 No

11 Your assumption is that the CPNA oraws up only

12 half syringe and administers it and then throws it away

13 gets new vial or is it the same vial Which Im trying

14 to understand your assumptions

15 If its one patient one vial per patient

16 Okay

17 One injection ore syrinqe

18 Okay

19 MS STANISH Courts indulgence

20 BY MS SIANISH

21 All right Baseo on our analysis your

22 presumption that each one of these doses represents an

23 irjection you could take cll the anesthesia records that you

24 ana_3ized for calendar ear 2007 and you would count each one

25 of these as separate injection each one reaniring
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separate syringe correct

didnt take all the anesthesia records no

took the anesthesia records for the two days of tfe infection

No hut mean the all the medical recoros

for 2007 are sitting somewhere in Metro usrody ae they not

At the time they were yes

Right

MR WRIGHT How do we get the year toudi

BY MS STANISH

10 If we wanted to know how mary syringes were used

11 is how many syrinces were used per in calendar 2007

12 using your model you would actuclly have to ge those records

13 and count each and every one of these doses correct

14 MR STAUDAHER Objection that rrdscharacterizes her

15 testimony She never egnated those with 0ctual syrinces fl

16 the records

17 THE COURT No think the questions dli rioht

18 She can say no or yes or mean if thd if thats wron

19 she can point that out

20 BY MS STANISH

21 Okay Were were trying to get to ow many

22 syrnces were used at the clinic in 2007 right mean you

z3 did this one Exhibit 152 is syringes to patients in

24 2007 correct

25 Yes
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Okay And the all and you came up with

ttis number of syringes based on what you could figure out to

be vendor the responses of the vendors to your subpoena

Yes

subpoenas correct

Thats correct

Couldnt you have also calculated the number of

cyrnues used by counting each of the doses

MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

10 BY MS STANISH

11 for the year

12 MR STAUDAHER mean she cant speculate as to the

ii number of syringes used if its its not part of her

14 rc ysis

15 THE COURT She can say that then Do you urderstano

16 Ys Stanishs guesfion

17 THE WITNESS No dont

18 THE COURT Ms Stanish state your cuestion if

19 diferent way

20 MS STARISH Yeah Im going to try to wrap it up

21 Im sorry

22 THE COURT then think its confusino

z3 BY MS STANISH

24 you know you based this has been

25 presented to the jury as representation of patients to
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syringes Weve already dscussed what the assumptions are

t5at underlie this What Im saying is another technique that

you could have used just like you did for September 21st and

July 25th you could have counted the what you are cal inn

injections for each day of the year rather than this

MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor Thats

acan its

THE COURT Yeah mean if you don agree wth

10 that ycu can say that you dont agree with that and expldln

11 why

12 THE WITNESS didnt do that because developed

13 rato which we talked about before

14 MR WRIGHT What ratio

15 BY MS STANISH

16 Explain that ratio to me

17 Okay The ratio developed was based on the

18 twc days of the infections The Shadcw clinic and rip

19 reasoning for that was the Shaoow clinic did the most

20 procedures and the two CPNA5 who were there was Mdthdhs aric

21 Lakernn and Linda Hubbard Mathahs and Lakeman did tfe most

22 procedures at Shadow and then Linda Hubbard took as pILobbly

23 representative of the others with different technioue

24 Okay

25 So developed ratio based on tIe number of
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injections for those two days with three CPNAs averaged

the two days of the syringes or the averaged the two

numhers of injeotions to determine how many injections each

patient received during their procedure

And whats this what is this average ratio

between the two days

Thats the 2.4 number we discussea earlier

Okay So and that and then you took that

number and you did what with it You mul ipliet that by the

10 number of pduients

11 multiplied each patient by 2.4 for 2006 and

2007

Which

14 So in 2006 there were 22374 patients at both

clirics

16 Im sorry 22000 what

374

18 Uh huh

They ordered 31100 syringes So the most they

20 had wcs 31100 syringes So they should to to to

21 tutch tte -a io that developed they should have ordereo

22 53698 syringes to give every patient 2.4 injections with

23 new syringe

24 And then in 2007 guess what Im trying to

zS get at for 2007 because the this is the document we have
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up fere that1s basically showing patients and syringes but

what ycure talking about is something different is it not or

is

think this chart if you coulo move it over

so ts centered

Oh sure uhhuh

This chart is the number of natients anc the

number of syringes that they crdered

Okay Do any of these char tha have been

10 introduced into evidence reflect what you ust nescribec to us

11 about this ratio

12 No was answering your question

13 Okay thank you Now so wha unnerstand

14 but you are ralking about the 2.4 ratio that as cisciissec on

15 direct

16 Yes

17 All right Arid so now were gettinc tc it

18 That ratio comes from youre adding up the nLmher

19 injections the doses

20 For those two days

zl and ther ddding them together ann coming up

z2 with 2.4 And then am to unuerstand what you did was take

23 the number of the total number of patients and multiply it

24 by that ratio

Yes
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And what do you come up with when you do that

Well in 2006 they should have ordered 53698

syrnges to give each patient 2.4 syringes

All rioht Now this is somewhat of

statistical ardlysis is it not

dont thinK so

W-ll if you took your -- how many workdays

are in year You you sQio you assumed that there were

250

10 Four

11 54

12 Oh huh

13 And what Im understanding your analysis

14 what you did was you selected the two dates that are part of

15 this indictment and you oeriveo this 2.4 ratio right

16 Lb huh

17 And then you took the all the patients seen

18 it the calendar year and multipled it by the ratio that you

19 got from these two dcys correct

20 Yes

21 Okay And guess you know dont know much

22 about statistics other than what heard the other day when

23 Mr Staudaher was interviewing think it was Dr Schaeffer

24 about her analysis of survey and understand statistical

25 analysis to require fair sampLng enough number of days
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before you can extrapolate how many syringes that were going

tobe

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor Im going to object at

this time She said she dd not do statistical analysis anc

this document thats up on tfle screen does not reflect that

THE COURT Well

MS STANISH v7elI were not Im not talking

about

MR STAUDAHER Its mischaracterization

10 MS STANISH the cocument Im talking about

11 THE COURT Okay She can ask the question and if

12 the witness doesn feel that she can dciress the question

13 then she can say that

14 BY MS STANISH

15 What understooc you do to do was take two

16 days out of 254 procedure days two

17 Yes

18 They were not randorruy selected days correct

19 Cumrecr

20 And you for both caend0x year 2006 anc 2007

21 you multiplied the number of patents seen for the respective

22 years by that ratio correct

23 Conect

24 And so those werent rdndomly selected cays and

25 it was only two as opposed to 30 days that might have given
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you core fair sarnplino of how the syringes were how the

doses and syringes were used Do you undeistand what Im

saying Do you get that

dont agree with fair beoause of the nuboer of

procedures that were done Shadow and the two CPNR two

CPNA5 who were on both of those days plus Linda Hubbaro who

had different techric-oe felt was pret representative of

what tad happened overll the clinic

but despIte those differing techniques these

10 charts at least that were seeing dont reflect that at all

11 What charts re we seeinq

12 Lever mind Ill withdraw that question Do

13 you h0ve the officer report up there

14 No ooro

15 Okay Im sorry took that from you Im

16 going to move on to dnotfer topic wan to talk about the

17 price of propofol OKy
18 Okay

19 And you gve me minute to in case you

20 need to refresh sour memory want to un this up to you all

21 right

z2 Okay

23 At the tme of tfe you analyzed the invoices

24 around the time that also included the time frame of the

25 infection correct
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Could you say that again

You analyzed you put into your spreadsheets

and saw the invoices that related to the price of propofol

correct

That got from the vendors yes

Okay Isnt it correct that the price of 20

milliliter vial and 50 milliliter vial would be the same per

milliliter

dont know that

10 Take look ak cffcer report page 58 and Ill

11 point it out to you so you can read it to yourself You

12 collaborated with Detective Whitely did you not

13 Yes did

14 saw your name on tne report just wanted to

15 clarify that

16 Yes did

17 All right

18 Okay

19 What is the price let me put this here so

20 can take note Does that refresh your memory on what the

21 investigation showed the price to be

22 Yes

23 the time of the infection

24 Yes it does

25 What was the price of the 20 milliliter vial
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20 milliliter vjl was $2.28 per vial

And what was tee price cf the 50 milliliter

vial

Five dollars and 70 cents per vial

guess we h0ve to Ive got to figure out the

math here If do two pont twenty eight

MR STAUDAHER What pane are you on Counsel just

SO know

MS STANISH Udge 58 of the officer report

10 THE COURT So he 20 milliliter vial cost $2.28

11 THE WITNESS Yes

12 BY MS STANISH

13 And heites zO roil iliters Im tryino to come

14 up with the price per mIll lter okay

15 Okay

16 So if its

17 MR WRIGHT uust go two nd half times 2.28

18 MS STANISH Im history mc.jor

19 THE COURT No two

20 MS STANISH guess was just going to divioe it

21 by

22 MR WRIGHT wo nd half vials equals SC So

23 two and 2.5 times 2.28 ouqht to be 5.70

24 BY MS STANISH

25 You inure it out How much is it per
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mu iliter Youre the financia analyst tell me what

numbers to punch in

Two point 28 divided by 20

Which is what was doing What ooes that

equal

.114

Per per milliliter then

Yes

So 11 cents per milliliter is that right

10 Yes to round it round it down

11 Okay thereabouts And then if want to do it

12 for the 50 milliliter 5.70 divided by 50 milliliters its

13 the same amount correct

14 Yes

15 So at the time of the infecflon tfe two vials of

16 propofol cost the same

17 Yes

18 per milliiiter

19 Yes

20 The bite blocks just real quick on that You

zl did your analysis only took into account the purchase

z2 orders for 2007 correct

23 looked at 2006 aso
24 Okay 2006 Did were you aware were you

z5 made aware that Dr Carrera said triat they had reusable bite
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blocks at one time

No

Do you know any well you the search was

done on March 2008 so you dont have cnv wuy of capturing

whether there were reusable vials scmewherP in che invertory

Do you mean reusabe bite blocks

Im sorry bite blocks

No dont know about reusable bite blocks

Did and when you vncn you did your

10 subpoenas of vendors did you request supply reoords for 2006

11 and 2007 only or did you go back furthef

12 No did 2006 2007 ano 2008

13 All right Did you 1cok or previous years to

14 discern whether they purchased reusabile vi0ls

15 No Bite blocks no old not

16 My bad Bite blocks Ario he and quick_v

17 just on your financial analysis as unoeistno the CPNA

18 account analysis you only subpoenced the hecks that were

19 made payable to Dr Desai Carrera ctnd Carol is that

20 correct

zl Thats correct

22 Did your ana ysis nclode the monies paid to

23 other doctors

24 No

25 Did your ana ysis include the monies that were
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transferred from the CPNA acoount into the gastro account to

be used fo other salaries and expenses

No

But you there were transfers were they not

thought heard you testify about transfers

There were transfers from the 2007 partnership

aooount and the general account were deposited into the Wells

Fargo account or Dipak Desai Chcrtered And those were the

and then those funds were withdrawn did rot count those

10 funds because it would have been the s0me money

11 Okay But so did you follow the money from

12 did you follow money that was in the CRNA account that went

to other accounts

believe the only payments went -o doctors from

15 the CRNA account

You dont see transfers into the Castro fund

17 dont remember

Okay Do did your anJysis of monies paid to

19 Dr Desai take into consideration flis investment into the

20 corporation into the business

II No just looked at the money tiat was taken

z2 cut

All right You you didnt see if he loaned

24 money to the business and received money back from it

No
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You were aware they were expandinc the the

practice and opening up new clinic

Are you talking about the clinic

in 2008

in on Rainbow

Iamyes
was aware of that

All rioht You didnt review any tdx iecords so

tr.at we could figure out how much money Dr Desai received

10 was money back returned to him for loans or capital

11 investment

12 No

13 Okay

14 MS STANISH have nothing fuL3-her

15 THE COURT All right Mr Sntacrooe are you

16 ready

17 MR SANTACROCE Thank you very much how oo oet

18 these 400 cross examinations evry day

19 THE COURT You had the option of goino befure lunch

20 wOen we were all hungry

21 MR SANTACREFE Yes you did You gave me tflat

22 opton Im just dont know which would have been

23 better

24 THE COURT Is everyone okay without break Does

25 aryone need break Everyone good All right Mi
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Santacroce you may proceeo

MR SANTACROCE Thank you

CROSS EXPMINATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

Good afternoon Ms Sampson

Good afternoon

represent Ronald Lakeman have the

unerviable task of going through your charts and figuring out

the times But before we get to that were going to start

iO with some easy stuff okay

11 Thank you

12 Ill take breath Going back to the becinninc

when ycu were assigned to this case tell me how that

procedure happened

15 think was informed by Detective Whitey that

16 wan assigned to this case

Okay And you had been an analyst wtY

iS Metropclitan Police Department for how many years

19 started in 94 believe

zO So what 14 years

II Yes approximately

z2 And you had done number of cases correct

23 Yes

24 And those cases are including lot of excanlninc

25 bank documents
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Yes

Primarily

do all sorts of things on cases bank

documents is one part of them

Tell me some other things you do

prepare analytical charts showino assocIations

between people and businesses and locations organize

documents from on cases and use Excel to orodnize he

documents go on search warrants draft up reports baseo

10 on my analysis

11 Okay You testify in court

12 After 30 almost 30 years this is the first

13 time Ive testified in trial Ive testified in orano jury

14 bLt Ive never testified at trial

15 Really

16 Really

17 That surprises me When you got this acsgnment

18 or when you get any assignment are you civen some direct on

19 as to what to look for what what they think tYe theory is

20 anything like that or you just looking for needle in

21 haystack

22 Well it depends on the case

23 Well lets talk aboit this case

24 knew we were getting the case was not at

25 the initial briefing Well didnt know we were getting the
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case knew here was an initial briefing and then

And thats the cne you werent present at

Thats the one wasnt present

But you sort of got because you werent there

you got cssicned this case tne next day

Is that how it worked

Thats how it wotks Okay So

So knew tmit it was coming

Okay But what want to know is you know

10 wrat direction are you given mean youve got how many

11 you know how many documents we went through we did it

12 together -he warehouses richt

13 Right

14 Millions of pages of documents

15 Yes

16 And what want to know is what direction you

17 cot what re you looking for An there theory of the case

18 At the time got the document

19 IvEk STAUDAHER Im going to obect to that Your

20 Honor about hei determination of theory of the case Shes

21 an nvestiga or

22 THE COURT Well overruled think the question

23 is you know did they tel ner what to do or what kird of

24 guidance do you get or you Know they hand you bunch of

z5 documents and say figure it out Is that essentially your
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question

MR SANTACROCE Right exactly

THE COURT What you know what are you tolo Are

you told this is our goal Are you told we want you to look

for tnis or what exactly direction think are ou oiven

THE WITNESS dont believe got any direction

and lot of that is because of my experience was

corimissioned officer for nine yecrs in Arizona worked

Med caid fraud cases so had some medical fraud background

10 My first step was to inventory all of the documents in the

11 boxes so that we could go back and locate them As we

12 developed more information we would go back to the boxes and

13 pul out the documents that mioht ne helpful that we coulo

14 use Some things were helpful and some things werent

15 BY MR SANTACROCE

16 Were you told that there was hep outbreak

17 and were going to look for some criminal activity here

18 knew it was Sep outbreak dont boieve

19 aryone said look for criminal activity but workeh the

20 police department ano thats what we do

21 Thats what you oo

22 Yes

23 By definition right

24 Right

25 Did they tell you look were looking
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specifically at Dr Desai Dr Ccxrcl Dr Carrera CRNA

Mathabs CPNA Lalkeman Dio they tell you who youre looking

who the3 re looking at

No but fac the dates of the infection

Ok0y Ant by the dates of the infection what

did you determine

Well the first thing did was schedule the

patient char from Lhe cays of the infection

Okay

10 And then we Knew who was

11 But mean did you identify individuals that

12 were of intentst by the infection dates

13 donr remember if there was specifically

14 discussions about rhct about specific individuals

15 Okay Well you testfied that you did

16 financial analysis and you looked at doctors that were

17 perforirino procedures on that cate corntct on those dates

18 Thats orrect

19 Okay And you got financial information about

20 those doctors that were performing procedures on those hates

21 correct

22 Yes

23 But you diant net all the doctors did you

z4 No

zS Why did you cave out some of the doctors on
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tiose infection dates You left out Nuicherjee you left out

Nayyar you left out Sharma

Because think the the doctors were the only

ones that werent involved in our infected patients

You sure about that

No Im not sure about that

Okay

But think thats woat why targeted those

three

10 Okay But so if there were other ones that

11 were involved mean the theory was that there was some

12 kind of infection transmission on those days You hadnt

13 developed yet who had got the infection correct You hadnt

14 placed them in individual rooTs you hcdnt chronologized the

15 times that they were there correct

16 No When we did the search warrant we knew who

17 trie infected patients were

18 Okay

19 So we did that knew that had that

20 ii formation at the beginning

21 Okay But you didnt know what rooms they were

22 in

23 No

24 And you didnt know what times they had their

25 procedures in secuential order
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Not until oid my schedule

Okay But ycu did have the doctors that were

involved in those two days and there were more than the ones

that you investigated firancally and want to know why you

selected those ones to irvestioate financially ano not the

others

did the firancia_ andiysis in July of 2009 so

that was year after we hd cotten more thar year after

we had gotten the case An wanted to determine how much

10 money Desmi Docrors Desi Carrol and Carrera received the

11 year of the hepatitis infections wanted to determine who

12 benefited financially from tue operations of the

13 Gastroenteology Center on Nevao Desert Shadow Endoscopy

14 Center and the Endoscopy Center of Southern Nevada So took

15 those three doctors

16 How long oh Im sorry

17 And these tuese tnree doctors performed the

18 procedures at the Shadow inic on the two days patients were

19 infected with hepatitis

20 How long did your nvestigation take

21 We did the searc warrant believe in March

22 Of 2008

23 Of 2008 ann we turned in our reports in October

24 or November of 2009

z5 THE COURT Are you talking abou your work on this
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or are you talking about Metros work on this Or is it the

same

THE WITNESS Its the same was was on it

from the beginning

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS and worked on it until we turned

in our report

BY MR SANTACROCE

Again the dates They dont have to be exact

10 Was it year two years how

11 We got the we did the search warrant in March

12 of 2008

13 Okay

14 Okay cant say tnat was involved much

15 before 2000 before the search warrant just dont remember

16 how much

17 Okay

18 --Idid

19 But how long

20 And then

21 March to

22 we turned then we turned in our report in

23 either October or November of 2009

24 So lets say year nd half give or t0ke

25 Give or take
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So along the way youre developinc and

uncovering evidence right

Yes

And who are you reportinc to Who do you say

look what found

Detective Whtely

Okay Is there any involvement the District

Attorneys Office

Yes

10 So are you confcrrng with The District

11 Attorneys Office as well cs Detective Whitely and yourself in

12 presenting the evidence that youve uncovered over periods of

13 time

14 Yes

15 And are they telling you at th0t point good

16 get some more information on Desi ct get some more

17 information on Mathahs or Get some information on Lakeman

18 Are they telling you anythno like tndt

19 No

zO Okay Are they telling ou get information on

21 propofol use

22 When you say are they tellino you who are you

23 talking about

24 The DAs offce Detective Whitely or anydy

25 else that you that was on your team
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Detective Whtely and worked very closely

together on this

Uhhuh

So we would would tell him if found

something had access to all the interview reports hut

bdslcally worked pretty much on my own

Well who told you to subpoena if anybody did

subpoena the provider records the vendor records for

propofol

10 did those on my own

11 Okay Were you aware that there was theory

flodting out there that the infection was trarsmitted through

ii the multiple use of propofol

14 Yes

15 Where did you hear that from

16 The health department

17 And that was prior to serving the search

warrant wasnt it

19 didnt hear that from the healtf department

20 prior to the search warrant

21 Okay Well you s0icl the search warrant was in

22 Yarch

23 March

24 So if the health department issuec preliminary

zS report in January whether you heard about it or not there
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was report with theory floating out there that propofol

had caused this infection outbreak Are you aware of that

You know now that you mention that believe

there were newspaper articles and would have read it in the

newspcper

Okay Would that have had some effect on how

you proceeded with your investigation

Yes thats why looked at uropofol

Thats why you looked dt proocfcl

10 Yes

11 As opposed to other sources of transmission

12 We did look other sources of trarsmisson

13 Well you subpoenaed the venoo iecords for the

14 10cc syringes correct

15 Yes

16 Did you subpoena the vendor recrcs for the 3cc

17 syringes that were used to administer saline in the pre op

18 room

19 No

20 Did you subpoena vendor reccrds for the scllne

21 bottles that were used an the clinic

22 No

23 So its fair to say your focus wds on the

24 propofol

25 Yes
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As opposed to other means of transmission

For verdor records yes

Okay You talked about going back to your

financial analysis that you uncovered CPNA account

correct

founo It in the search warrant mocuments yes

And That CRNA account did you subpoena records

cron banks regarding that specific account

Yes

10 Can you tell me what the source of the funds for

11 trat CRNA account were

12 cant tell you that dont dort

13 rerleminer dont know that even looked at that

14 So you dont know if tte funds goino Into tfe

15 CRNA account were from insurance companies or not

16 No

17 All you looked at was what money went out of the

18 account

19 Yes

20 Wouldnt it have been important ir your

zl irvestigation to know how the money caine in before it went

22 cut

23 didnt think it was important no

24 What if Dr Desai wrote check ard put money

25 irto that CRNA account out of his personal fuxds
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He may have

you would have not known that would you

No would not have known that

All you knew was that money going out of the

CPNA account was going to doctors correct

Thats correct

Not one perny of that CPNA account went to the

CRNA5 isnt that correct That you could find

Thats correct

10 Im just curious When you executeo the search

11 warrant did you confiscate or impound any kind of meaica

12 equpment

13 Yes

14 What did you impound

15 We took samples of the items that they used

16 Like what

17 Syringes bite blocks

18 Any propofol

19 There was no propofol there

20 So in none of the clinics

21 No

22 How about biopsy forceps

23 dont remember if we took those or there

24 were any there

25 Did you ever cone Qcross tackle box
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dont remember

But it would be in the records right

It would be in the records

Return search warrant

Uhhuh

Well weve come to that time regret to say

that were going to look at these charts again and probably

see if we can do it another way Would you like to join me

down nerc

10 woulo love to join you down there

11 wish had refreshments Okay You prepared

12 let me oe this thing you prepared two charts just like

13 that correc

14 Thats correct

15 One for the 21st of September 07 one for July

16 25th of 07 correct

17 Thats correct

18 And you said ttat you extracted this information

19 from patient records fair enough

20 Yes

21 Okay And you have bunch of different

22 categories on top Im assuming those all came from the

23 patient records correct

24 Yes

25 And let me ask you this Did you read any of
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the grand jury testimony before you prepared this document

No did this right away

Okay So in other words in the procedure start

times if the CPNAs if the CRNA5 had testified that that

was the time that they receivec the patient in other words

actually physically got the patient you wouldnt have known

that

No Those those numbers were taken off the

file

10 Okay Now the first thing we need to discuss is

11 the inference that the State proposed in their

12 direct examination when they talked about the first patient of

13 the day in Mr Lakemans room and Mr Mathahs room and the

14 first patient of the day ir Mr Lakemans room Do you

15 remember it says procedure time 700 700

16 Yes

17 right Lakeman Mathhs Dr Carrol Dr

18 Carrol And the question was asked well how could Dr

19 Carrol be in the same room at the same time doing the same

20 procedure right

21 Yes

22 Seemed like prob_em Do you have an answer

23 for that

24 No dont have dont know

25 Well Im going to give you one OKay Lets
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look at the patient chaiis What number is the first patient

up there

The patient file number

Yeah

87947

87947

Yes

Actually look at the screen Ill put this up

on the overhead So we mace sLre were talking about the same

10 one You want me to move tfit

11 Yeah dont want to knock it down

12 Is that amy better

13 Thats Letter

14 So weie talcing about the same patient

15 correct

16 87947

17 And thats trc first one for Mathahss room

18 Yes

19 Now were loocing at the procedure start tIme

20 and this is Bates stamp 26P2 3rd this is compiled by nurse

21 whos in the room Do you see that Whd time does the

22 procedure start time say

23 Procedure stamt time says 712

24 And the procedure end time

25 cant see its cut off It says 723
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So the this patient in Mathahss room

beginning of the day he receives the patient at 700 just

like Mr Lakeman receiveci his patient at 700 but we only had

one doctor on duty Clifford Carrol is in that room But

IVathahss procedure doesnt start until 712 correct Whos

the patient on number one for Lakeman whats the patient

number

80095

Look at the overhead Is that the right one

10 Yes

11 You notice the anesttesia record says he

12 received the patient at 700
13 No cant see it

14 See it now

15 Yes

16 By the end of the tal Ill be able to use this

17 tYing See that

18 Yes

19 Received the patient at seven corresponds to

zO your chart Nurses record procedure start time 702
21 correct Look at the overhead

22 Yes

23 patient chart

24 Yes

25 Procedure ended in rakemars room at what time
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712

Do you remember what time the p-ocedure started

in Mr Mathahss room

712

Ah Dr Carrol wasnt in oh iooms at the same

time was he He had done Lakemans pctiern flist 702 to

712 went next door few feet started Mcithahss patient at

712 correct

According to those records yes

10 And according to the times you haue

11 Well took them off the reods

12 712 723 702
13 Right

14 They concur dont tney

15 They do

16 Amazing Okay Well we soloeo one mystery

17 Weve got couple more to do Okay

18 Okay

19 The next mystery were goino solve is source

20 patIent Kenneth Rubino

21 Yes

22 The question is how does source infection go

23 from Kenneth Rubino whos in different oom with

24 different CRNA to Stacy Hutchinson whos done in different

25 room by L0iceman Do you have an answer for tha
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Do you want my theory

dont care If you want to give us theory

to tell us what its based on

The patient after Stacy Hutchinson

Uh-huh

Keith Mathahs went from this room to this room

believe he finished up Stacy Hutchinson

You believe that

do thats my theory

10 Okay Well lets check out your theory Stacy

11 Hutchinson patient file Okay

12 Okay

ii According to the nurses records what time does

14 Stacy Hutchinsons procedure start

15 At 955

16 And what time does it end

17 At 1004

18 Okay Now lets look at whats the number of

19 the patient in yellow under Mathahss

zO 87981

zl What time did Stacy Hutchinsons procedure end

z2 At 1004

What time does tte guy in yellow start

24 1005

z5 And what time does it end
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1016

Stacy Hutchinson is airandy in the recovery room

w5en this second patient after Rubino is being whose

procedures being worked on Do you still hold on to your

theory

Yes

Okay So tell me how the virus gets from this

second patient after Rubino the source patient to Stacy

Htchnson when shes already in tue recovery room

10 Because her procedure wasnt finished urti

11 1006 not 1004

12 Okay

13 according to the computerized records

14 And when was this guy finished Or wher dic

15 this guy start

16 1004

17 So two minutes

18 Two minutes

19 So youre telling me that Mathahs staited

20 procedure two minutes later ran over and did Hutchinsor

21 He might have

22 He might have

23 He might have

24 Do you have documentation to show that

25 No dont but that was my theory
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Okay You can have seat Are you familiar

with the go ahead have seat You worked for Metro for

lone long time or at least police enforcement correct

Yes

You never testified in criminal trial but you

are fcriliar with the burden of proof in criminal trial are

ycu not

Yes

That burden is beyond reasonable doubt

10 Yes

11 So when you say he might have

12 MR STALDAHER Your Honor objection If we oet

13 ito tnat thats an instruction by the Court later on in the

1/I

15 THE COURT Right Lets

16 MR SANTACROCE Well if shes familiar witL it

17 THE COURT Well lets see what your question is

18 HY MR SANTACROCE

19 When you say Mr Matnahs might have run over

20 arte ne started his procedure although thats contrary to

21 ill tne evidence in this cdse

22 MR STAUDAHER Objection rnischaracterizes the

23 evitence in the case

24 MR SANTACROCE The evidence in the case is that

25 as perceived it and heard it was that when ar anesthetst
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started procedure he would stay in that room until that

procedure was concluded One witness who was nurse who

worked in the facility for three days said she saw CRNA

leave for 30 seconds

MR STAUDAHER Thats not true we have

THE COURT All right Well were

MR STAUDAHER CRNA who testified

THE COURT Excuse me think were oettinc nto

argument So Mr Santacroce you need to ask your question

10 At the conclusion of the ccse you can argue to the jury what

11 the evidence was

12 BY MR SANTACROCE

13 Mr Rubinos tne source patient

14 Yes

15 The next nuy in yellow theres two minute

16 differential at least according to your interpretation of the

17 times on the records ann llgive you that benefit of the

18 doubt

19 Thats not my interpretation thats from tfe

20 records

21 Well just snowed you the other nurses

22 records Shall show you tnat again

23 The nurses records are on my chart

24 Okay And what did they say

25 Well dont know that those are accurate
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numbers

Oh But you know the other ones are accurate

From the computer believe that those are

better representation then the handwritten numbers

Okay How do you how do you determine that

Because we were told the charts were

pre cnfted

So is the nurses told you that

dont remember specifically who told us

10 Possibly Detective Whitely or the DAs Office

11 No

12 Well you te me which numbers on these charts

13 are tne defense supposed to rely on in presenting this case

14 Tell me whiTh numbers should rely on because Ill use those

15 The report start and end time

16 And point to that for me

17 Th0ts the last column

18 So should be using these times all the way

19 ttrough

20 Thats what sorted this on yes

21 And Thats what the prosecution should be using

22 dont know what the prosecution shoulo be

23 using but this is the numbers used when sorted this

And these are the numbers you believe are

z5 accurate
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Those are the numbers believe are accurate

Okay And the orly difference is two minutes

So when Stacy Hutchinsons procedure ended at 1006 accoroing

to this time and the other guys procedure started at 1004

thats the only difference correct

Uh huh yes

Two minutes

Yes

Okay And even though the record shows than

Lakeman wds the CENA for Stacy Hutchinson you believe that

Mathats somehow came across rooms and was in that room ano dio

Stacy Hutchinson

believe he was in that room during Stacy

Hutchinsons procedure yes

So you believe he was in two

No He could only be in one

Okay Well how could he be

doing what Lakota Qucnnah or whoever this

Stacy Hutchinsons room at tue same time

MR STAUIDAHER Objection speculation Your Honor

THE COURT Well its overruled mean she can

explain the basis of her theory So if you can you can

answer the question

The rooms were not very far apart He coulo

have crossed from one room to the other room

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

places at one time

place at one tme
in room hIs room

guy is ano be in
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BY MR SANTACROCE

Could have

Be could have yes

Did you find his name on any of Stacy

Hutchinsons records

No dont believe aid

Im curious about one other thing maybe you can

clear this up for me Or July 25th under Michael Washington

Yes

10 See him See the box next to his name you have

11 an in there

12 Yes

13 And believe yc testified all the Xs were

14 people who were known to have Yeo when hey came in the

15 clinic

16 believe that When Mr Scaudaher pointed it

17 out wasn sure if Sac put that in If could see

18 Michael Washingtons file

19 Sure Michael Wdshington Thank you Showing

zO you States Exhibit Number lcke look at tf at

zl His file his file shows hat he aid not have

z2 hepatitis off of the he anesthesia record Its the back

23 of the anesthesia record and thats where took this

z4 information from So made mistake on that it should

25 have not been there
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chart

You made mistake on that

Idid

Did you make any other mistakes in preparing the

Probably not

MR STAUDAHER And Your Honor will represent that

these were the State made modifications to her chart So

if she wants to go back and look at her original ones can

bring those in

THE COURT All right If you see something on the

chart and you dont recall putting it there then let us know

that and Mr Staudaher will give you the original chart so you

can verify for yourself whetner thats somethino you put on

the chart or whether that was something the DAs office later

put on the chart Okay

THE WITNESS Okay

BY MR SANTACROCE

You talked about computer glitci Can you

tell me what you meant by tbot

On the on tOe September 21st date one of the

conputers in the room had the wrong date for either the

beginning time or the ending time and the other room the

computers were did not have that glitch So thats how

was able to identify

So on September 21st one of the computers in one

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

/4

/5
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of the procedure rooms had glitcu

Yes on the date

On the date

Yes

Anything to 00 with the times

Not that know of

And what was tne itcn exactly

If you could put up epor here can show

you

10 What kind of report wculd you like

11 The report from the procedure file

12 Any procedure file

13 Any procedure file frcm thdD date

14 Okay Sme Im qoing to hand it to you and

15 you can point to it dnd Ill put it up Rodolfo Meana

16 Okay This the date

17 Well have to show tue jury so just

18 Well this is this is the date here This is

19 from 921 there and 921 there

20 Uh huh

21 So he was in the cther room that OiUnt hcuie the

22 glitcn So it would be the other set of documents

23 So it would be someone from Mr Lakemans room

24 dont remember

25 Well if represent to you that Meana was
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Mathahss room youre saying that Mathahss room didnt have

computer glitch

Not for the date The other the other room

that Mr Meana was not in the room that had the computer

glitch

Lets look at Stacy Hutchinson again

Heres 921 heres 821

Okay Lets shcw the jury that So what was

the glitch again for the jurys benefit

10 The sign date is

11 Can you mark that

12 did is 821

13 Okay

14 The is 921

15 Okay And how were you to determine that was

16 computer glitch

17 Dr Carrol gave the information to the board of

18 to the Board of Medical Examiners

19 And thats where you got it from

20 Yes

21 Did you acualiy in your scanch warrant iripound

22 the comouter

23 dont know didnt write the search

24 warrant

25 You were there
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Yes

Im showinc you States 152 Same KiiiO of thino

that you used both supplies and numbers at Shadow and Burnham

as well

Yes totaled them

Why dic you do that Why did vcu use boti

both locations

Because we hd information item some ct te

people we interviewed that they would tike supplies rom

10 clinic and take it to the other clinic if they were rnnirg

11 low So gave the the benefit of the doubt tf at all of

12 the supplies were available to both clinics

13 Okay But this is what you hcd specific ot

14 specified for each irdividual clinic is this depicted here

15 As the recoro showed that they wete shipped to

16 each clinic

17 Actually shipped to those clinics

18 Yes

19 Okay So this is in 2007 Both loc0tions for

20 the entire year

21 Yes

Okay So lets cc back up -o your craphica

23 representation of the syringes Lets start off with Shadow

24 What do we look at there

25 14957 patients and 17100 syringes
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And at Burnharn

8619 patients ard they had 18900 syringes

dont see that this has your ratio on it but

mean its not enough for two syringes for each patient

correct based on -hat

No have the ratio in my report

And dio you make do report ii this

partioular case

Yes did

10 MR STAUDAHER May approach Your Honor

11 THE COURT Sure

Iz El MR STAUDAHER

Showino you what hs been marked States

THE COURT have guestion Im sorry Does this

i5 iroude both all Kinds of syringes because weve heard that

16 treres two kinds with the needle attached and one you can

17 remove the needle Is this both kinds of syrinoes or just one

18 klno

19 THE WITNESS This is the 10cc syringes

20 THE COURT Okay Thanks

21 MR STAUDAHER

22 And that was your understanding that those were

23 toe syringes that were used for the anesthetic portion of the

24 practice correct

25 Thats correct
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THE COURT And apologize if you had already said

ttat but dont

MR STAUDAHER dont think she did

THE COURT didnt hear that

THE WITNESS Yedh hcvent

BY MR STAUIDAHER

163 just want you to just generdlly ip

tf rough it and tell us if you recognize

Yes do recognize this

10 And whdt is it

11 This is my report when did my analysis

12 MS STAI\ISH Your Honor may we approacf

13 THE COURT Sure

14 Of record bench conference

15 81 MR STAUDAHER

16 So is this the copy of your repor

17 Yes

18 And you does ths contain suxnnaries of the

19 information were talking cbout now as well as the basis of

20 other things that you looked at cs well

21 Yes

22 Okay Im going to leave this up with you

23 Thank you

z4 So

25 THE COURT In case if you need to refer to it
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BY MR STAUDAHFR

if you need to refresh your memory about

anythng

Thank you

Because you may ticve to refer to it at some

point Gary

Oxav

bow with regard to the syringes and so forth

ttink you main 10s moment aco tnat this was based on the

10 10cc svrinces Wriy oid you focus on those syringes

11 Because the witnesses that we interviewed told

12 us that won -he syrirges they used for the anesthesia

13 Okay Arid agan the ropofol you looked at

14 all of the inventory

15 Idid

16 Fo both clinics

17 Idid

18 bow wan to ask you want to focus you

19 krow we go some this toe entire year in this particular

20 situation want to go bank to tnose those two charts

21 tf at we had Have you had chance to at some point in your

22 anaiysis or or at any point to go back to look at how many

23 If we if we and let me give you the premise here

24 that 10cc syringe it contained 200 milligrams or 10cc 100

25 milligrams rather of propofol 10cc fair
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Yes

And assuming that one is used and not the

syringe itself is never reused so it would be full of the

propofol medication and then it would be used for patient

that particular syringe

Yes

You inoicaeo thdt in the record and Im

showing 156 the top porion of that under the column medlcne

for the record that this you actually went back and

10 counted up off of the anesthesia records all of the

11 injections and what the amounts were of those injections for

12 each patient correct

13 Thats correct

14 And when we see for example this particular

15 line which is corresponds to patient 19 where see 50

16 50 50 30 50 40 50 are those individual injections based

17 OF the record of the anesthesia

18 Thats what believe yes

19 And where Im going at with this is 100

20 milligrams potentially could be one syringe full

21 Thats correct

22 right Were you able to go back and figure

23 out how mamy workdays there were in the year and and the

24 like

25 did Sorry its its on one of these
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schedules

Do oid Iou ever average the number mean

figure out the averace number of syringes per day that were

used

haum thd lere

And whut are ycu going to be referring to

Paidon me

What are 1you referrino to

coun-eo hosc up and Im looking at my notes

10 THE OOURT Arid these are just what handwritten

11 notes that you had

12 THE WITNESS Yes

13 THE COURT Ard tYen okay

14 THE WITNESS Okdy

15 THE COURT And so youre takino that for the record

16 MR WRIGHT Malbe Its on you- syringe patient

17 comparison chart saw 25u days on it

18 THE WITNESS Rioht Thats what was looking for

19 MR WRIGHT Okay

20 THE COURT Cicay

21 MR STALDAHER Oay Well thank you Counsel

22 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 So would tYat refresh your memory as to the

24 number of workdays that there were

25 253
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Okay Did you take that and ever take the total

number of patients or total number of syringes and figure out

how many were were used per day

Well know how many were used on these two

days

Right and Im not t0lking about

that they could have used

that richt now Im saying if we did the

calculation take the number of patient lets assume one

10 syrinqe per patient How many syringes would there have been

11 per day

12 Its in here

13 Okay

14 MR STAUDAHER Do you know the Bates rumber on that

15 MR WRIGHT Pardon

16 MS STAI\ISH dont even know what youre asking

17 THE COURT So Im assuming on the days you you

18 took away all the weekenos and holidays and things like

19 that

20 THE WITNESS Right

21 THE COURT to get to the number of days that

22 patients would have been seen

23 THE WITNESS did Its Bates number 613

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 Okay
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Okay Arid have there were the number of

days worked in 2007 at Shadow were 254

254

Uhhuh

MS STANISH May have that Races stamp again

please

THE WIDENESS ILs IL tie grand jury number

MS STANISH That ciid ury ranscript youre

looking at

10 THE Tqfl55 Its the grand jury Bates rumber

11 MS STANISH Of ILl rgnt

12 BY MR STAUDAHER

13 Did you ever lets le talk about

14 patients Did you ever hen use tcat number to determire how

15 many the average number of patients per day was at tfe

16 clinic

17 have the 0verace number of procedures each day

18 for 2007 cit both clinics was 96

19 MS STANISH Im In sorry Can you clarify

20 that Is that patients or procedures What are we talking

21 about

22 THE WITNESS Procedures

23 MS STANISH Procedures

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 So would that include upper endoscopies and
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lower endosoopies

Yes

Okay And could those be done on more than one

patient

Yes

Okay Do you nave number for the total number

of patients per day

dont

THE COURT So in other words sometimes people might

10 come in and they may get their upper endoscopy ano

11 colonoscopy essentially at the same time

12 THE WITNESS Thats correct

13 THE COURT Okay Sc that would coumt two procedures

14 for one patient

15 THE WITNESS One patient

16 THE COURT So the 96 isnt necessarily 96 patients

17 its iess than that because some people had two proceoures at

18 the same time essentially

19 THE WITNESS Thats right

20 THE COURT Okay

21 MS STANISH And Your Honor could we clarify

22 whether this is between both clinics or what are we talking

23 about Its just not clear

24 THE COURT All right Maam which whici clinic

25 is that Is it both clinics
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THE WITNESS That would be for both olirios

BY MR STAUDAHER

So you took the of the patients that were

at beth olinios

Yes

And all of the prooedures th olinios

addeo up the prooedures dont have for

the number of patients

Okay But if we just touR he trai number of

10 patIents at one olinio and divided it by -he number of nays

11 youd have patients per oay is that ou-ret

12 Thats correot

13 Okay So as far as your near ouearly

14 there were more patients and more procedures Sradow Then

15 there were at Burnharn

16 Yes

17 So does that 96 number that you gave that is

18 that thats aotuaily ower number than you would expeot

19 to have at Burnham at the Shadow Lane clinic for the

20 prooedures average prooedure per day

21 Im sorry Coulo you could say that agaIn

More procedures done at Shadow than at Burnham

23 Yes

24 The average number includes all of the Burnham

25 patients as well
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Yes

So youre lookino at total number of patients

or total number of prooedures done at the two clinics each

day during that time period

Yes

Okay So in any way do you have the recoros of

how many patients the average numoer of patients per or

procedures per day were done at Shadow bane

The average number of orocedures at Shacow Lane

10 dont hcve that din it or the total

11 All right Ill move on With regard to the

12 number of patients per day at the at the clinics

ii Yes

14 lets talk about the two days

15 Okay

16 Okay So the day In question is The 21st of

17 September of 2007 ana the 25th of July of 2007

18 Yes

19 In those instances did you count up the number

20 of patients and the number of injections based on what just

21 told you about the 10cc of or 100 milligrams beino one

22 syringe used to figure out how much if they were if they

z3 were never reusing syrinnes what the minimum number of

24 syringes per day would be used on each of those days

25 Yes Based on ttese charts that we have on the
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screen had for 9/21 there were 133 syiiinges or bath rooms

And on 7/25 there were 115 syringes Thos how many syrnges

they would have had to use for the 100 milligrams that was

noted on these records

We know that tnere Im nct Ill cc the

math but we can do it later But its C7 p0flents dveraoe

per dy for The year of 2007 at the Shadow Thue clinic you

do th0t calculation

Okay

10 Does that sound about right b0sed on yor

11 review

i2 MR WRIOHT What is it

ii THE COURT Well there wcs fo one dcy ard 65 for

14 te other so that would that woulo th0ts pretty ose

15 BY MR STAUDAHER

16 That would indicate at lens fo Those those

17 patients those 63 or 67 or 60

18 Five

19 patients that you would have had to have

20 had think you said 150 and 133 syringes on each one of those

21 days correct

22 At least yes

2u And youve gone back and looked a- the tota

number of syringes that were ordered and used at the clinic

25 Yes
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and the total number of patients that were at

tre clinic and at the Shadow Lane clinic durinc the entire

yedr of 2007

Yes

And you noicated that there

MS STANISH Excuse me Your Honor Io like to

irter ect cn objection to Mr Studahers qmestion orderinc

dru using Thats mischarcterization of this witnesss

ttstimcny that her dnaiysis was based on syrinoes ordered

10 MR STALDAHER No problem

11 THE COURT Okay

BY MR STAUDAHER

The qnestion asked about using was we use

tre stcation that presented meaning one syringe for 10

ii fl cc of medication that the minimum number uhey would have

i6 neeoed if they had done that on those particular oas was ThC

17 ao tnink 133 and 150 respectively is tha correcr

18 1l
19 Fifteen Im sorry wrote tha oown wrong

20 115 And whinh is which

21 9/21 is the 133 and 7/25 is the 115

22 Okay Now you know the total number of

23 patients 0bo the total number of syringes ordered for tie

z4 entre yecr correct

25 Yes
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Was there enough to even have two syrinoes per

patient

dont have those cdlculations oid rot oo

tiose but

Hold on Dio you Im talking about the

syrnges now and the total numoer of pctients

Yes

Total number of syringes total number

pcitents what was the rato

The total number of patients and the syriroes

11 have it for the two days So on the two days accordinc to my

12 aralysis when the infection was spread he ralo pctent

13 to inetions was one patient had 2.4 injections and thdts

14 based on counting rhe number of inections off of these

15 charts It wasnt based on the milliliters or the millicrams

16 of propof 01

17 You were just looking at each one of those

18 icjections is thar correct

19 Yes

20 Now the subsequent thing that we talKec bout

21 is based on that hypothetical gave you is that correct

22 Yes the hypothetical which is the number of

23 syringes they would have needed

24 When you looked at the chart and Im going to

25 refer you back to the syringe chart here and this Exh bit
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12 and you look at this number of syringes ordered or the

etre yea of 2007 and this number of patients for the entire

year of 2007 at the Shadow Lane clinic does it look like

there was enough to have two syringes even two syrinoes for

CaCi patient

No They would have needed about 28000 cnd

trer nave 7000 roughly

And on some of t5ose instances of this

paltlculdr chart and 00 to again to number 19 were

10 talk 10 abou one two three four probably four syringes

11 jst for tha patient

Thats correct

if they would have done it the way

14 desoroed

15 Thats correct

MC STALDAHER have nothing further

17 THE COURT All rght May we shoulo take our

18 linoh breaK -hen Lades and oentlemen were going to go

19 arced and take our lunch break Well be in recess or the

20 linch break until 130 Durino the recess youre rerninoed

21 ttat youre not to discuss te ccse or anything relatino to

22 tYe odse with each other or with anyone else Youre not to

z3 reao watch listen to any reports of or commentaries on this

z4 case any person or subject matter relating to the case

25 Dont do any independent research by way of the Internet or
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any other medium And please dont form or express an opinion

on the trial Notepads in your ohairs and follow the bai if

through the rear door Ano during the break please cont

discuss your testimony with anybody

Jury recessed at 1225 p.m
THE COURT Mr Santacroce how much cross do you

have

MR SANTACROCE Im looking at Im having

clerk pull some exhibits for rile

10 THE COURT Okal

11 MR SANTACROCE need to look at first

12 THE COURT Thars fine

13 MR SA_NTACROCE So probably cxi hour

14 THE COURT And then Ms Stanish

15 MS STANISH Your Honor

16 THE COURT dont care ncw long mean do

17 but Ic more just asKino for cur information

18 MS STANISH think am going to take an hour or

19 more have to digest what just heard because its

20 somewhat different than what my understanding was in

21 preparation so Ill have better idea after lunch

22 THE COURT Okay All right well go to lunch then

23 Court recessed at 12a7 p.m until 138 p.m

24 Outside the presence of the jury

25 THE COURT All right Kenny bring Mr
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Staudaher do you wdnt to oet the witness please

MR STALDAHER Sure

THE COURT Kenny they all back All right Bring

them in

Any Feconvened at 140 p.m
THE COURT All rght Court is now back in session

And Ms Stdnish you tray begin your cross examination

MS STAEISh TAlnk you Judge

CROSS EXAMINATION

10 BY MS STANISH

11 Listory major and have to be honest

12 didnt undet0nd yoLr testimony and dont understand it in

13 compariscn to youF ordnd jury testimony so want to spend

14 some time eviewiro your analysis of the data All right

15 Okay

16 And in doiro that Ms Sampson its irrortant

17 for me dnO the jury tc understand what kind of assumptions you

18 are b0sinq your analysis or Now do you understand what Im

19 sayng

20 Okay

21 Ok0y Im going to start with the chart that

22 you have for the syrinoes And before we look at your chart

23 want to make sure we all understand the foundation the

24 basis for this chart and what it depicts All right So

25 lets talk about your analysis of the vendor files As
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understand it you participateo in the search correct

Thats correct

And you and you and perhaps other officers

collected vendor files correct

Corect

And from these vendor files you identifieo who

the vendors were you sent out subpoenas to them rigft

To some or them yes

To some Were there some that you did not send

10 subpoenas to

11 was lookino at the propofol the syringes and

12 tie bite blocks So if vendor didnt sell them one of those

13 items did not subpoena that vendor

14 How did you oeterrrine if the vendor solc them

15 one of those three items

16 When went thrcgh all of the files that we

17 took put the information in the spreadsheet and put on

18 that spreadsheet what Items the vendor sold them Ann

19 narrowed it down to he ones who sold propofol syringes and

20 bite blocks If could not icentify what they sold from

21 their from their invoices then researched that company

22 on the Internet

23 Okay

24 to see if they sold those particular items

25 And Im do you recall saw that you had
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listed as vendor company named Keller Let me let me

take look at something real guck and just to draw your

attention to your your Exnibit to your report Thatts

your vendor list correc

Yes

You identified Pci ard Medical Products and in

parenthesis you pu Kindoer liark Global Sales correct

Yes

Low is _t yoor testimony did that company

10 sell syringes

11 Well theyre one company they went by both

12 names

13 Okoy Ecir enouch Arid Im correct in stating

14 am not that well let me back up understand you to

15 say you would double crieck tnese companies on the Internet to

16 see what type of iems tfey sold

17 If if cdnt know from the irvoices what

18 they sold then

19 Okay

20 woud oouole check them

21 And Then see that wi Ballard Medcal

22 Products Kimberly Clark Octal Sales one company that you

23 did not list in the oescription that that company sold

24 syringes or that you saw syrinces on their invoices

25 They sold bite blocks mouth guards
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Did they did your Internet search of that

conpany show that they also sold 10cc syringes if yoL recall

dont recall

Did you subpoena that company

Idid

Okay And if we is and they responoeo

Im pretty sure they did

And if were to look somewhere bacK there

woud find their response

Im imagine you would but Im not sure of

11 that

12 Okay As understand your pcitiert syrinoes

1.3 you have the total number of 36000 syringes correct

14 Thats correct

15 And am correct in understanding that 36000

16 syrInges represents only the number of 10cc syrinoes that were

17 ordered in the year 2007

18 Thats correct

19 It does not reflect any pe existino inventory

20 Thats correct

21 And was it your assumption that at the end of

22 the calendar yeax of 2006 that the clinic had no syringes in

23 inventory

z4 based my analysis on using one syringe one

25 vial per patient
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Okay Arid let me lets address hat and then

Im going to come back to the inventory One vial one

syringe one patient is that what youre sayinc

Yes

And so that is basically the CDC best practice

recommendation is that correct

Thats correct

And so just so Im clear Jiis ctart thdt were

seeing thats marked Stae Exhibt 152 is That bdsed OF that

10 assumption

11 My beginning inventory dssumc 100 ws based on

ii ore syringe one vial one patient and tnere ere not erough

13 syrnges and vials ordered in 2006 to have alowed for an

14 existing inventory

15 Do you recall so ust so Im clear you

16 you are using presumption that we know ciarit hdpper in this

17 clinic Weve had ample evidence about C2N2As multi dosinc

18 from the 20cc vials as wel as the 50cc vials correct

19 mean youre aware of that because you read all the witress

20 statements correct

21 Yes

22 And just to clarify that in preparing these

23 documents you conferred with Detective Whitely correct

24 Correct

25 And did you also confer with Mr Staudaher
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dont believe did to prepare this analysis

And well you went with he was in the

grand Hury and guestioneo you on your analysis correct

Thats correct

And did he have you make modifications to your

aa ycis mil

dont remember if he did

All right And so going back to your araiysis

now ust so we are all clear on the assumptions that

10 uroer nc this bar graph youre assuming that there was no

11 no syringes on December 31st 2006 correct

II Correct

ii based on the assumption that if the clinic was

14 orollnu the CDC best practice guidelines there would be

15 notrino left

16 Can look at my analysis

17 Sure absolutely

18 Thank you

Are you ready

20 Im ready

21 Okay Does that refresh your memory

22 Yes The way based my analysis was

23 developed ratio for 2007 based on the two days of the

z4 irjections of the of the infections and applied that

25 ratIo to 2006 the number of syringes So they had 22374
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patients in 2006

The number on the chart oh in 2006

2006

Okay Im sorry Would you please repeat that

for us

2237L patients

And what else

And they ordered 3100 syringes

31000

10 One hundrea

11 syringes

12 Righ

13 Arid how many vials of propofol din they order

14 They ordered 6600 vials of propofol

15 Now are you telling me thdt you useo te me

16 what you did with this information on 2006

17 2006 the ratio of patients to vials wus n.i

18 patents to one vial of propofol

19 Now hold on right there When you say just

20 for demonstrative purposes when you scy that you have thIs

21 ratio of youre saying run that ratio by me aoain

22 3.39 patients to one vial of propofol

23 3.1

24 3.39 patients

25 3.39 patients to one
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One vial

vial And you get that by using this number

of 6A00 vidls ordered right

Yes

Now do you find that arent you missing some

irventcry cf nropofol for this date

n2006

Yeah

dont- thinK so

10 Well let let me draw your attention then

11 wel let me ask you this Dim you confer with federal

12 scent wc wds clso trync to analyze this same information by

13 tte nee of Christina Ramirez

14 Chdstina Ramirez was involved in the

15 irvestigation yes

16 And you you you collaboratec in trync to

17 Cc these This analysis

18 No did did mine and dont never

19 saw an anclysis that she did

Okay Did you you shared with her your

21 your tallying of the syrinces and the patients et cetera did

22 you not

23 dont remember specifically but probTh1y

24 did

25 MS STANISH May approach Your Honor
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10

11

12

13 wtiat year

14

15

16 there another

17

18

19

20

21 jun around

22 of your anal

23

/4

25 correot

THE COURT You may

BY MS STANISH

This is just going to be Im going to eave

tf is up here to refresh your memory and counsel this is

discovery that begins on pcge 93146 Ill just set than up

there Theres lors of abs and such on it but

Okay

lets just net through this the best we con

You reviewed the propofol ons that are contained rnht here

in this this big binder thats marked Exhibit 44A

Idid

Okay And this contains the propofol logs for

dont remember offhand

Is that where the propofol logs begin or

earlier dare

z004 2004

07
2004 to 2007

Lets cc to the search know were going to

but need to piece together the founcation

ysis Olcay

Okay

The search team seized the propofol logs
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Yes

They seizec the propof ci logs for the calendar

year 2006 correct

Ithinso

Okcty

hut theyre not in this book

Okcty Do you boow wnere they are

Lot off tne top of my head no

Did VOL provde copies of the propof ci logs to

10 Ms R.rdrez

11 dorL remember

12 Cucar Let me 0sk you to turn to that report up

ii there to refrsh your memory And Im going to direct your

14 attention to Bates aramp 9u147 dnd Ill ust join you up there

15 to point out what want you to review to yourself This

16 page

17 Okci\

18 All richt And those are my highlights so will

19 you just take your time to reao that

20 Okay OKay

21 Isn it the case that the you know in 2000

22 the year of 2006 when you analyzed tne orders you came up

23 with this figure of 6600 vials based on the number of vials

24 ordered

25 Yes
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The propofol log or that year however showed

that there were 10739 vials that were used correct

According to this report there is

Do you have any reason to doubt that

No dont

You din you did an Excel spreadsheet as

understand

Yes

MS STANISH Il tell you Your Honor need

10 bigger podium

11 BY MS SIANISH

12 want to dont know if you have this

13 Lets see Find in your report Ms S0mpson your spreadsheet

14 on the number of propofol vials that were ordered in the

15 calendar year 2006 dnd Itli see if c0x find it before you

16 We hdve race and you might win it found it It

17 appears to be in your tab rumber 18 Okay

18 Okay

19 Describe you cid spreadsheet and it you

20 you input ed is this based on invoices

21 This would be based on the subpoenaed records

22 received from the vendor

23 Okay And so those records what exactly are

24 they Are they invoices

25 You know its dont remember what if
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it was electronic or if it was invoices oont

remember

Are they shippinc documents or do you dont

remember

Im sorry ovent seen them for years

dont remember

Okay Who ever these cccuments are that make up

the basis of this analysis that the State is presentirg

something from the vendor want you to look and see that

10 between the dates of February 1st 2006 dnd May 17th 2006

11 there is nothing in your spreaosneet being ordered in the way

12 of propofol there is gap correct

13 Thats conect

14 Doesnt th0t sjooest to you that your araysis

15 your vendor records somehow rissed something

16 remember that then was iage amount of

17 propofcl that was oroerec at ore time

18 That was ii z007 correot Then were 1000

19 viars in 2007 and theres map of about wo months in

20 calendar year 2007 But go ahead ano take take

21 eyeball your spreadsheet for 200C and see if you see large

22 amount of propofol being ordered on any given day

23 There were quite few orders of 400 vials

24 Prior to February 1st 2006 you you are

25 showing that theres 400 vals of 20 milliliters 160 50
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milliliters 400 of 20 milliliters 400 of another 20

milliliters L00 of another 20 mIlliliters and 160 ant hen

tYings just go dark for period of February March April

May four months

Thats correct

Does that make sense to you Some

sometnings missing wouldnt you agree

dont know

Okay Well if we take as you dont doubt

10 Ms Rarnirezs analysis of the propofol log for 2006 that

11 there were over 10000 vials checked out and used

12 No dont doubt her work

13 So but your your analysis that as

14 urderstand it is part of the foundation of what you oiscussed

15 or direct correct

16 Thats correct

17 Shows this amount of propofol 6600 Theres

18 over 4000 vial difference between the propof ol log and the

19 and youx analysis correct

20 Correct

21 And then go see that theres another

22 gap If you look on your 2006 Excel spreadsheet of propofol

23 ordered from May 23ro to August Oth 2006 theres another

24 gap of nothing being ordered correct

25 Correct
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So got May June July August three months

approximately where no propofol sYicwn in your analysis as

being ordered correct

Thats correct

So have eight montus where theres you were

not aole to locate or vendcr fi es of popofol being

ordered for an eight monLh pericd

Thats correct bused on the vendor fUes thut

had

10 And please mcm Im not criflcizirg you

11 mean youre going by -he vendor files you have Is it

12 possible that the vendors oidnt send you all tfe imiormation

13 tnat you needed to do an accorate n0lsis
14 Its possible

15 Is it possibe you know you in March of

16 2008 Metro went out and se0rched sevc-n fucillties correct

17 believe it was seven

18 And its possinle th0t some vendor files were

19 missed

20 Its possible

21 And understand you to say that ou subpoenaed

z2 the custodian of record because you were concerned that you

23 might have missed something

z4 Thats correct

25 And you didnt find that the custodians record
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-3

10

11

lz

ii

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

was any better than what you you were able to locate

Thats correct

But Metro had control of the all the

documents did it not

Yes

Or an least what it decided to to collect

sppose

Yes

Did you if you know seize computers

We did

Do you know how many computers you seized

No Im not dont remember that

Over 50

couldnt tell you

Do you know who controlled supplies orcering

supplies whose responsibility was that

think it was Jeff Krueger

Did you seize his computer

dont know

The supply recoros my you know dust reading

turough your materials am correct in understanding that the

supply records were seized from storage room in Shaoow Lane

They were seized from the offi-es upstairs

Would that be the office of Tonya Rushing

wasnt upstairs going through the offices
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was up there briefly but didnt identify the

offices didnt search them Im not sure

Were you you inventoried everything th0t was

seized

did rough inventory -he search wrrnt

and thien inventoried all of the records

All rioht These supply files were not _ourO

Dr Desais office correct

Im not sure

10 MS STAHISH May approach Ioui Honor

11 THE COURT Uh huh

12 MS STAnISH Im showing officers report tc refresi

13 memory

14 MR STAUDAHER Which which Bates numbei

15 MS STANISH One

16 MR STAUDAHER One What other ocge are 3/

17 referring to

18 MS STANISH Oh Im going to start with pcce 24

19 MR STAUDAHER Okay

20 MS STANISH And then theres another pagu few

21 few down then

22 BY MS STANISH

23 All right Lets start this Ive hich ightet

24 it but if you need to read other things feel

25 Okay
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free to do so Arid maybe it starts here to

be more accurate

Okay Okay

And then moving to page 26

Okay

Does that refresh your memory on where the

sipplv files were seized

Yes

Tell us what tflat was

10 The storage room that was located on the first

11 floor contained vendor files and then the report also stated

12 trat some supply and venoor files were found in Tonya

Ii Rshinqs office

And he and thats at Shadow Lane correct

15 Thats correct

All right And the and you also looked ct

17 some canceled checks Or what is it you looked at some

bank records as understood your direct testimony to be

Idid

zO And you looked at checks in order to identify

21 vendors

22 Thats correct

23 Now when were talking about these checks that

z4 you eyeballed did they come did you get those from abe

25 bank subpoena or did they come from different source
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Those are from taken in the search warrant

Okay Arid so am to understand That tr.e

riaterials you looked at were the return checks that tre clinic

would have received from the bank with you know those toy

tiny canceled checks attached to it or what do you cdii in

scan of the churk Is that what youre talkino buut

Yes

And did you do spreadsheet of dli the checks

that were made payable to the manufacturers thar ymU werc dble

to identify by reviewing those documents

Idid

And is that in your report somewhere

It

you could just give me the exhibit rumbi Sc

know what youre talking about

Its Exhibit

The oh may maybe didn mare myself

cleczr Did you did you create an Excel spreddsh-et ht

ioentfied the checks that were written to the vendors

No

your seizure

tie calendar

Did you have the checks dvailable to you from

or whatever source did you have the checks from

year 2006

did

And just if you can recall dic you dd

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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you use these these copies of the bank checks to match

aodnst the vendor files that you received

did and included them on the same

spreadsheet

mean so you could actually take check

tt you located at the sezure site and match it up with the

frvoce

No did rot do that

Oh ano thats what meant maarn is whether

10 or rot you you know thought understood that you dio

11 you just kind of eyeball the checks to see if there were

al ferent vendor names fran what you had discerred from the

i3 venoor files

14 Yes

15 But you ciiont do check by check analyss to

16 otch it 0gainst the venoor files

17 No oid not

18 And the reason Im Im going into this in

19 some detail is Im tryino to understand if theres way that

20 we can account for the missing eight months of propofol

21 ordenng in he year of 2006 And so my guestion is if you

z2 have if you did check by check analysis of calendar year

23 2006 would it have been possible that it would have oisclosea

24 payments to the propofol vendors that are not includeo on your

25 spreadsheet for 2006
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went throuch the checks If it was made out

to vendor included the vendor on my spreadsheet

Yeah and know Im not making myself clear

apologize What Im tryinc to say is understand that you

did your best to identify the vendors and it was challenglrc

job given the fact that seven facilities were seized ann Oct

to imagine lot of nocuments seized What Im tryinc what

understand you to sal though is that you did not do

check by check analysis to identify payments to vendors as

10 opposed to identifying vendors

11 Thats true

12 do you see what Im sdying

13 Yes understanc

14 mean just dont you find it odd that

15 there are eight months where no propofol is appearing on your

16 spreadsheet of being ordered

17 gathered the records from the vendors If

18 thats what They gave me then then didnt know wiere eisa

19 to get information because icentified all the vendors got

20 theIr records double checkec it with the checks that were

21 paid to the vendors coubte triple checked it with

22 subpoena to the custodian of records and didnt come up witk

23 any other vendors other than whats on this list

24 Can you account for us why the propofol log

25 shows over 4000 more vials than what were seeing in your
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2006 analysis

No cant

I-Jew can this ratio then of 3.39 patients per

via be at dli accurate if we are missing over 4000 vials

Based on the information had from the vendors

its correct dont know where the vendor would have been

tt would nave provided those other 4000 vials

SomeLhings missing correct

it must be because had all of the records

ard went thumugh them al nd identified all the vendors

Perhaps vendor didnit give you everything

correct

Thats possibility

mean we can only speculate right

Right

But it neecs to be clear to this jury what the

b0ss of these numbers are that re on your on Goverrnent

Exhblt l2 vell as the propofol chart So let me oo back

to your analysis understdno its just based on what you

coumd get from the vendors but go ahead please ano

wel one more point Youre assuming there was no end of

year inventory in 2006 That on December 31st there woulont

been wouldnt have been lick of propofol any syringes

nothing in the clinic

Im assuming that based on one file one syringe
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per patient

All right Abe its hypothetical is basically

what youre telling me

Whats hypothetical

What you just said That your this analysis

is based on the CDC best practice recommendation which we

know the CRNAs didnt follow because they understood gosh

can pref ill syringes and still be aseptic and various other

technique for administerinu anesthesia correct My question

10 is your analysis is what an analysis of hypothetical

11 dont get it

12 Io My analysis is based on the records that

13 were provided to me appleo the assumption from CDC that

14 they should have used one vial of propofol and one sytinge per

15 patient If they used one vial of propofol and prefilled the

16 syringes then they should hcve had at least as many syringes

17 as they injected

18 Okay So youre using that as an assumption

19 but when were talking about these numbers you are using

20 instead of hypothetical youre using vendor records versus

21 your count of patients correct

22 Thats correct

23 And this represents what exactly

24 That represents the number of vials that

25 received from the vendors that were sold to the clinic with
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ratio applied towards the patients that counted out of their

their records their renister logs

Okay So row continue please explaining the

rest of your analysis becduse you as understood it you

were talking about ratio teat you devised to apply to these

charts correct

Correct

And what kino or rthio What did you call that

rato what thou of rato Is there term for it

10 don know teat theres anything other than

11 ratIo

12 Okay Wbas the next step in your analysis

13 Do you hink ve understtnc how you came up with 2006 and

14 tf is ratio Nov please explain how it the rest of your

15 ana ysis so 4hat we c0n understand this Government Exhibit

16 1R2 please

17 Im no- sure understand your question Could

18 you go over that auain

19 Okay ill try Were talking about your

20 analysis of the syringes And ds understood your testimony

21 it was based on and found it in my notes developed

22 ratio

23 Okay

24 and you hd explained to us you were you

25 started to explain to us before started picking on you this
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developed ratio that you were were trying to explain to us

So you staxted with explaining the calendat year 2006 Do we

now move to 2007 to try to get to the rest of the analysis

Okay

All right Go ahecd

In 2007 aurlyzed the bite blocks that

just want to focus on syringes

syringes okay

Yeah were one CIt time

10 All right On the two days in 2007 had

11 ratio of patient to injections was one patient received 2.4

12 irjections

13 Oh wait Hold on moment Im sorry

14 think am probably jumpinc around bec0use you are your

15 analysis at least before the grand jury also dealt with

16 propofol right

17 Yes

18 And we wbat we just discussed here at length

19 was the propofol for 2006 why dont we stick witf

20 propofol urd and then well come back to your ceveloped

21 ratio and you cam explain to us how it all fits together

22 Okay

23 Okay

24 So what do you got for propofol in 2007

z5 In 2007 did two different analysis on the
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propofol One was on the propofol loos for the two days and

the other was on the propofol vials for the year So whioh

would you like to disouss

Well lets do the pronofol this this one

ti ats in 154 Governmen Exniuit State Exhibit 154 Now

thats pretty small isnt it ke start with six 6764

propofol vials than were crc these shipoed to rrom the

vendor files you oan aomlly tel if these vials are shpped

to Shadow or Burnham that itT

10 Yes

11 Thats aotualy the shIpping address as opposed

12 to the looation where Jeff Krueoe- nay hdve ordered it

13 Yes

14 Okay And tien we hcve cflO her 5080 vials

15 ordered at Burnharn for total of H844 vials oorreot

16 Thats oorreot

17 All right And ths nd again wart to

18 talk about assumptiors beo0use want this jury to unoerstand

19 what assumptions underlie yoor anaysis Your assumption is

20 and please oorrect me if Im wrono number one your

21 assumption is that you were able to that the vendors

22 provided you with every liok of paperwork to dooument for you

23 the quantities of proporol oorreot

24 Correot

25 Your other assumption is that there was no year
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end inventory in 2006

Thats correct

That assumption as understand it now Is

based on hypothetical that tiere would have been no propofol

left ct the end of 2006 if the clinic followed the CDC

guidelines correct

Correct

But in reality would you agree with me that on

January 2nd when the clinic reopened on the holidays there hac

10 to have indeed been suppty of propofol supply

11 syringes et cetera

12 There may have been

13 May have beer

14 dont dldrt dont have any evioence

15 that there was

16 Did you do the propofol logs for January of

17 2007 show there to be any propofol anywhere in the clinic

18 can look

19 Okay

20 These records start June of 07

21 Okay

22 Okay

23 Did you seize other propofol logs that are not

24 in there

z5 Im not sure
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All right

Those are for the 200 milligrams

Well how about thIs Let me just houble oheck

something And Im gong through this exercise not

to bore the jury stiff but to try to instedo of talking

about hypothetioals want to talk cibout tealicy Okay

Okay

And so Im tryino to discern what is the

rea_ity how many propofol vials are thore at tie eio of the

10 year mean if you go back to your spreadsheet yoar

11 Exhbit 18 maybe that will help bit

12 did find propofo bc for stdatino in

13 January

14 Okay oreac

15 For 200 milThgrams

16 Let me join you up there want to see ths

17 It starts January 8th

18 Oh okay So its off hi-

19 Right This is June of 07 this is Jar uary or

20 C7
21 Okay And so if we book here is there ore

22 before Thats 07 was saying oh where are you

23 seeng 06 Thats 07
24 07 thats what said

25 Okay Im talking 06
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Oh youre talking 06

Oh but yeah did say that too

Yeah but you want to get

got you running all over Im sorry

But you wanted the beginning inventory for 07

Correct correct

Arid the first day 15 January 8th

That looks ike an eight So we are so we

ure potentially missing the are there 500s These are

10 divided by the propofol log is divided between theres

separcte sheet for 20 milliliter vials and then separate bc

og sheets for 50 milliliters correct

Right

Can you get me to the 50 milliliter portion

di Okay this is the 20

Correct Im going to mark it for you

Okay Theres the 50 it starts in March

Theres July theres September November dont oont

see it

zO Youre not finding it

Im not

22 Okay What you couldnt find is on January 18th

2u they tad in stack numerous 20 milliliter vials correct

z4 Well he Linda Hubbard signed this out she

di took 12 vials
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Uhhuh

So they hao at least 12 on the 8th

Correct

MR WRIGHT Ms Stanish maybe if you show Yer the

procedure bc or the first day of January insteac showing

her all those

MS STANISH Well know Well gee Lhat wou_d

have made it lot simpler

MR WRIGHT mean this propofol didnt fll out

10 tfe sky

11 THE COURT Well mean Mr Wright you wont tc

12 tel Ms Stanish something you just call her over to \Ou

13 MS STANISH Hey Im glad Im glao for -is Ye_p

14 to move it along

15 MR WRIGHT Im trying to help On tfe flist dcy of

16 tYe procedures propofol was used

17 THE COURT All riglot If she wans to show the ba

18 sre c0n Ms Stanish Im sure gets it

19 BY MS STANISH

20 Its correct is it not that there were

21 procedures done in January becinning after the holiociy

22 MR WRIGHT medn we got that book you looked at

2a and counted them all up right

24 THE COURT Mr Wright

25 THE WITNESS do
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MS STANISH got it she has it

THE COURT let Ms Stanish

MR WRIGHT Im just trying to get it going

BY MS STANISH

Take look at your Exhibit This is your

totlno of patients correct

Yes

And during on do you have that in front of

you

10 Ido

11 How many patents were treated at Shadow Lane or

12 on Jcnuary 2nd of 2007

13 Thirty Oh wait theres more than that It

on bioke it down the wcy toe dates go so they

15 overlap So the the second has 30 and the 2rd and the 3rd

16 have another 30

17 Fair enough If we just go to your first page

18 In the mcntn of January Shadow Lane saw 1099 patients

19 correct

20 Correct

21 Buonham hac another 675 and then here were

22 addItional patients seen at who were VA patients correct

23 Correct

24 Fair statement tiat these people who are having

25 procedures had propofol
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Thats fair

Fair statement that on January 2nd 2007 there

was propofol inventory left over to be used to celebrate the

New Year with colonoscopy

Yes

When ano you may need to refer to an

off cers report because Im going to ask you something very

specific When did the clinic first start ordering 50

mililiter vials of propofol can help you out if you refer

10 to the officer report page 58

11 dont have the officer report

12 Oh thouoht left it up there

13 No it dsappeared

14 Well you fave take look at Ms Ramrezs

15 sunnary page 93153 Do you see that

16 Okay

17 And you oort see any before that right

18 Right theres one there

19 All rioht rght there

20 Uh huh

21 Is it conect that the firs order of propofol

22 50 nilliliter is dated October 13th 2005

23 In Ms Raxnirezs thing there is yes

24 Okay Then lets look at the officers report

25 to make sure youre comfortable with that Take look at
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page 58 Oh do you have It in yours

Well Im lookino here

cant even see that

06 they were ordering it in 06

Right Pace 58 and Its those numbers not the

Rites stamp

Oh okay In October they startem ordering 50

cdl i_iter vials

October of 2005 correct

10 2005 yes

11 Okay Do you recall that Ms did you read

12 the CRA interviews

13 Im not sure dont remember read lot

14 of oepositRins

15 Oh okay oepositions Are you its

16 its matter of record ht Ms Hubbdrd was hired in Augmst

17 of 2005 Okay

18 Okay

19 IF she was hred in Augmst of 2005 nobody

20 showed der how to use 50 miliiciter vial because they were

21 not ordered until October 2005 Is that correct

22 Well they mght hdve showed her after

23 Well we thats matter of testimony thdt

24 you and dont need to discuss the jury aireaoy has it

25 Okay
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But you dont need to speculate

Okay

but thank you for trying All right Now

lets go back to okay so to finish up with the propofol

The assumptions are theres nc end cf year inventory

Currect

The reality is there was

Probably

There was

10 There was

11 MR STAUDAI-IER Objection Your Honor She doesnt

12 know She said that she mean she cant testify to that

13 THE COURT Well

14 BY MS STANISH

15 You do we need to go over the procedure ogs

16 again

17 THE COURT According to the poocedure logs if they

18 were doing procedures wiTh prcpofol on Jdnuary 2nd there

19 would have had to have been propofol left over from the prior

20 year

21 Thats correct

22 BY MS STANISH

23 Arid according tc conmon sense you woulc expect

24 business to have inventory would you not

25 Common sense would dictate that yes
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Now the ets go to well guess we

should finish this up You came up with ratio based on this

assumption of no inventory and based on the assumption that

vendors gave you every licK ol paper you name up with ratio

of 1.99 patients per vdl correct

Correc_

And in ano now want to talk about another

assumption In your assLmptoo not to be crude but size

does not mater correct

10 Thats correct

11 Size doesnt matter It doesnt matter that the

12 various various CRNAs various doctors have restifiec here

13 that prefilling syriroe multiple syringes from 20

14 milliliter vial from 50 mlii iter vial those can

15 prefilled correct

16 Correct

17 And hut your your analysis with the

18 propofol is assuming tha tr0t the 50 50 milliliter vial

19 is theyre going to taKe 0cc syringe draw out 10cc and

20 pitch the other whats In tuere 40 milliliters correct

21 No

22 No

23 No

24 Okay ExplaIn it to me

25 If they go into that syringe or that vial with
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Board so that so the record

THE COURT From the complaints

MR STAUDAHER Correct

THE COURT These are people who made complaints

MR STAUDAHER And so dont know

THE COURT And thats how you got their names

MR STAUDAHER Right To the extent of them ing
coirplete thats what we received at from the Medical

Board dont know if they retained any hing additionally or

10 not but there axe additional records of other patients that

11 were part of the packet that we originally sent them but

12 theyre not compiled with these individuals These are

13 separated out for the ones who actually testified today

14 have no problem with the rest of the Court seeing the rest

15 of the complaints or whatever information is there from the

16 Medical Board

17 THE COURT Okay think well just to be clear

18 the State did not then request from the witnesses themselves

19 any additional records correct

20 MR STAUDAHER Thats correct Your Honor

21 THE COURT Okay

22 MS STANISH And have many challenges in

23 trying to defend against this 404b evidence Your Honor

24 And let me begin with the evidence from last week that was

25 presented Number one the with respect to the doctor that
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testified Dr Kashan believe his name was He

well maybe if Your Honor wants to give me ar indication

THE COURT Yeah mean heres the thing on

MS STANISH because can go on long time

THE COURT the doctor At the you know his

testimony wds somewhat confusing but to me it soundeo like

well he jusr didnt lke you know he just hao feeling

about this he you Know didnt like what you know he

didnt want to come right out and say well you know to

10 reasonable degree of medical certainty they were derelict in

11 diagnosing these things He did suggest that on the one

12 developed tumor after said well you would have had to have

13 seen something That was kind of the most the only thing

14 that was concrete On the whole thing with the barium

15 still dont know after hearing of that well was that not

16 medically necessary Were they doing the barium because they

17 were doing the colonoscopy so guickly

18 mean know thats what the States inference is

19 that they then had to go in and do the barium But then the

20 doctor said well no sometimes you might So dont think

21 that that was too too clear You know thought the

22 best was the the one failure to diagnose that he mentioned

23 where the patient came and had the larger tumor Right that

24 was different physician That was Dr Carrol mean that

25 was the problem with that State mean
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MS STANISH And if may Your Honor the State dio

not put in any of the Medical Board evidenre that as far as

tte medical records that provioed the clinics response to the

Medcl Board nor did it give Yocr Honor the medical

evaiutor the the reviewer at the Medicl Bodrd that

doctors summary of his review of the various ompiaints that

were presented to you So you got not eren h0lf the story ano

dont think even have the rest of the som because

despite what Mr Cooper stated that the Meoi0l Board of

10 Examiners retains all these menical ieoros tha dre

11 subpoenaed or requested have very little certainly not

12 enough to defend against what is in essence muThiple multiple

13 medical malpractice allecations

14 And with and if Your Honor wants discuss the

15 second part of the presentation of last week tiat beinc lets

16 bring in to evidence these two letters from the Medical Board

17 of Examiners that are based on these several complaints you

18 know what Im going to say Riqht

19 THE COURT Well heres the point to me of the

20 letters The point of the letters is that he not the letters

21 and its lerting him that there are problems in your clinic

22 And theyre myriad types of problems patient care problems

23 insurance complaints other things And so to me the point

24 of the letters is youve been put on notice twice that there

25 are issues going on in your clinic and youve been asked to
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rectify those issues and even co and get you know some

training about it And so to me the issue with that is well

you know now youve beer told There are all these

complaints going on its his clinic you know what did he do

aut it There vais no chnqe apparently in the quality of

patient care

So no me thats one of the points of the letters

tfat he actually got the letters hes put on notice mean

te whole idea of of heir case against Dr Desai is sort

10 of this reckless endangerment you know criminal negligence

11 not ordinary negligence And so you know theres an issue

12 of did he know whas goino on Did he know that that

13 this you know is consioered substandard or that people are

14 complaining hes oettino more complinrs than other

15 similarly situated physicians

16 So to me rhat would be the point of the letters this

17 sort of notice idea Recardless of you know the merits of

18 the some of the individual complaints but that bes been

19 told you know you need to rectify this

20 Hes been told that by the Medical Board and yet we

21 go on and have this hepatitis outbreak So to me thats kind

22 of what thought was more compelling thout that rather than

23 him just you know summarizing all of these complaints which

24 obviously are hearsay And lot of the complaints are you

25 know are from insurers and you know and other things And
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rec ly to other physicians like the Dr is that how you

soy his name Kashan or

MS STANISH Kashan

THE COURT Yes The you know

MS STANISH The oncologist

THE COURT Riuht

MS STALISH My problem

THE COURT Like said that seems to me pretty

cler case of failure to diagnose based on what the doctor

10 5ciic and the tumor and the size of the tumor And if he

11 the patient had had colonoscopy before that they at the

12 very least would have had polyp or something So our

13 ttats different physician

14 MS STANISH Correct And my problem Your Honor

15 is these letters were triggered by number of complaints that

16 should have the right to challenge if were these

17 complaints as you pointed out Your Honor are based on

18 hearsay evidence they are based on mere allegations This is

19 no different this is confrontation issue have the

20 right just like Dr Kashan comes before this case comes

zl before this Court after writinc complaint to the board and

22 Im able to confront him just based on what little evidence

23 got mean my file on his complaint was tiny tiny

24 dont have the evidence to defend against these complaints

25 that are filed by the board that triggered these
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notfications

And please Your Honor recall that were in ar

aorrLnistrative body here witH oifferent burdens of proof and

am basically put in position of having letter go before

the jury that Im not able to explore confront the people who

have complained that these letters aiLe based upon And then

lets just turnino to the standard 404b analysis mean

what what is the issue here The contamination of propofol

by improper injection procedures This evidence is not

10 probative of that issue to the extent that it is it the

11 prejudice certainly outweighs it not to mention the fact that

12 have confrontation issues in tryng to defend against this

13 these letters and the complaints that significantly

14 underlie the triggering of those letters

15 Dr Kashan as Your Honor pointed out is the one

16 who eh really didnt say anything about the standard of

17 care Hes an oncologist dont have an oncologist as an

18 expert lined up to help me but his complaint is one of the

19 complaints that pushed this matter to the investigative

20 committee And what Im telling you Your Honor if for

21 me to defend against these 404b efforts on the part of the

22 State dont have the appropriate medical records dont

23 have the appropriate experts to deal with them

24 THE COURT Does the State want to respond on the

25 issue
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MS 5TANISH And thats ust from las week have

to talk about

MR WRIGHT Can we take brief recess

THE COURT Oh sure

MR WRIGHT Ive got to go to the resnoom

THE COURT Thats fine we can take reress Since

everyone if anyone needs recess lets dc mit ncw

Court recessed at 1030 a.m unti 1Ci6 a.m

Outside the presence of the julLy

10 THE COURT Okay Mr Studaher did ou or Ms

11 Stanish were you done

12 MS STANISH Well there was pont wanted

13 to raise Your Honor that in connection with the this

14 letter of correction if you will As you recall It cites

15 numerous cases It was in response to certain cases

16 including Dr Kashans just wanted to point out to the

17 Court that despite what Mr Cooper said that their office

18 col ects records And as you might recall its part of their

19 process if theres complaint that comes in they request

20 medical records not just from the clinic but from other

21 treating physicians to verify the complaint or nispute it or

22 disregard it Arid the have none of those records

23 need those records since these it is those very complaints

24 that trigger these these actions

25 thought Your Honor mentioned maybe didnt
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understand that as far as lung my understanding is that

these letters have nothing to oo with hilling So what were

talking about is tfle probative value of these letters from

complaints that happened in the past how probative are they

of the issue of the fepitis contdmination

THE COURT Do you nave any response

MR STALDAHER We the letters are what they are

If they if theyre if ftc Court was going to allow them

in and there was ceranly sotething that needeo to be

10 reURcted we could certain do that if that was the issue

11 The the point of the letters Is as the Court has pointed

12 out is that there was pcttetn in this particular

13 practitioners sor of h3story of the exact things that we

14 presented in the case wYich is as the Court pointed out the

15 fact that the patients were not being provided the care that

16 they should in the manner that they should The board sends

17 him letter in 2005 they senc him another letter in 2005 in

18 March of 2007 he has to actually come before the board based

19 on this

20 So hes got the letters hes got the complaints

21 because he obviously gets notified of them because each one of

22 the ones weve shown and the others thdt counsel has in their

23 possession also show communications back and forth between the

24 board Theres been this compldint about youre rushino

25 patients through or youre starting procedures before
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aresthietic anesthetic is given and all of those kinds of

things and his responses to those Arid the medical records

.i trat to what extent they nave are given to him so that he

can lock to make response So all of those thincs

h0ppened lus pattern that goes on over time and it

necessitates or at least causes these letters to be given to

him

The board says that they believe that heyre

crecible complaints and that he needs to do cerain correct ye

10 actions They even try to get him to say go ahead anc have

11 this class show us proof of it Cooper says theres no proof

LL or nothing was ever given they dont have any sort of

other than pulling his license they cant fine him for not

doing their recorimendations But then after the complaints

15 continue on they bring 1Th they actually haul him before

16 the board to talk about these things And even after that the

17 complaints go on And its the same although there are

18 clearly billing issues and some some of the complaints

19 dont relate to direct patient care thats not what were

zO focused on Were focused on the ones that do relate to

21 patient care

z2 And in this particular instance under 48045 what

23 were talking about is to brino in his not just his

24 motivation because these dont directly go to his motivation

25 its more the financial side is what weve weve alleged in
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this case But the fact that hes hes been put on nctice

theres no mistake theres no accident His intent is to do

things the way hes always done them without interruption or

change despite being told by people who are regulating him so

to speak the board that he needs to change his practice

Theres no question he noes into this with his eyes

wide open and that even his own st0ff are telling him that

theyre concerned that somethiog is going to happen that

patients are at risk and it falls on deaf ears with them It

10 falls on deaf ears with he board Thats why we want to

11 bring this information ir is to show that in fact he was

12 aware There wasnt any issue of tim not being aware arid he

13 continued the practice whcb resulted in patient harm We

14 think its reasonable for that It falls under the under

15 the subsection or under the cdtegories that that type of

16 evidence is actually allowed

17 If the Court wishes to limit the scope of that we

18 dont have any issue with that If the Court wishes us to

19 redact certain portions if theyre not supported by the

20 evidence thats fine But we dont think that it should be

21 excluded to at least degree we should be able to get it

22 in especially the letters and the fact that he came before

23 the board after the letters for the same exact conduct

24 MR WRIGHT Can ii respond briefly

25 THE COURT Sure
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MR WRIGHT want to be sure on this because

listened carefully to what this is being offerec fo uncer

404b and he says its not for motive its for the firancal

thing And its to show his intent to do as he always Ycs

done Now this this just have to look what

what are we offering this for This is why dsiced the CDC

witnesses did the speed of the procedures in ai way muse flep

transmission at all No Did starting procecure be ore

someones put under anesthesia No And so this is oeinc

10 brought in to show hes still ooing what hes been doinc dnd

11 and what does do do those alleged unsafe practices of

12 him those are probative of showing whdt

13 Now theyre alreaoy here in evidence because were

14 going to try him on basec on the environment there bLt but

15 now were talking about bringing in other bad acts that are

16 supposedly going to show one of those 404b thinos am Im

17 Im any 404W case argument Ive ever had we always start

18 with what are the elements of defense and this is goilno to

19 show what And then we find the probative value and balance

20 it Im still struggling to find it

21 get the notice thino Okay You you can be put

22 or notice even if its isnt true what youre put on notice

23 for mean that isnt really 404W thing

24 THE COURT No mean

25 MR WRIGHT Its almost like policeman gave
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me notice slow down and then sped anyway

THE COURT Cr maybe mean this may be

another its no real better dnalogy but you know the

policeman put me on notice tnat Bob was residential burglar

Okay Arid then hen Bob ocve me triis you know new DVD

player and took it in Sper Pawn then that- might be

probative that should hc\C thought gee Bobs resicential

burqldr wonder if this some stolen property here that

Im taking in to the Super P0wr Arid you know that may be

10 poor analogy but rhnk the its not 404b its like

11 notice idea

12 MR WRIGHT oct the notice but

13 THE COURT sciOQ saying you know he Knew

14 that there were problems ii the clinic

15 MR WRIGHT Okcty But problems in the clinic

16 isnt

17 THE COURT it hd been brought to is attention

18 and he did nothing to rectfv the problems And If mean

19 again the States presentciticn their theory is is that

20 this was symptomatic of the openng

21 MR WRIGHT Whats that wheres that alleged

22 its symptomatic

23 THE COURT Well dont think they alleged it but

24 thats how theyre presenting ths case That

25 MR WRIGHT understand
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THE COURT that it was symptomatic of the you

krow lack of regard for patient safety the you know

fruoaiity the

MR WRIGHT Maximization of profits in the practice

Ck0i get that Thats what they sLid Li heir

pednos to begin with All this crap this 404b is

of Lireo to show hes money motivated and patient safety is

secondary We have tor of evidence already in on toa

cka that he was profit motivated So now what is this

10 rca ly meing brought in for when its already theres

11 evihence that this wds profit motivated practice ano he was

12 cost conscious and did anything to maximize profits

17 Now were ooinq to bring in that hes chastised by

14 tre board for starting procedures too soon and for doinc them

15 too fast to show that he must be motivated in doing ttam to

16 rrLie more money because we need to get before the jury Yes

17 nickIng more money when its already there

18 Balance the value of this theoretically legitimate

19 use of that evidence against the against the prejuoice

20 flowing from that especially when the the notice what

21 happens when the notice you are given when the cop yei_s at

22 me stop speeding and that puts me on notice but was

23 wrongly accused of it

24 Thats in other words he said he told you

25 slow down but wasnt the one speeding it was the other
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car Well theres no guestion was put on notice But what

happens when Im put on notice for something didnt do

Thats why we have the right to defend the notice and we cant

defend the notice without defending the complaints

We dispute what the basis of the alleoation in

calling him in And so if they want to introduce the notice

and theyre not even taikinc about using it for our

limited notice regardless of the truth of the or the

THE COURT Right

10 MR WRIGHT the basis for it because theyre

11 saying no we want it in for the pattern of

12 THE COURT Youre on notice youre getting

13 the

14 MR WRIGHT pattern of unsafe practice to prove

15 that those were unsafe practices So how do defend acainst

16 those unsafe practices without defending the complaints that

17 are the basis of the notice

18 THE COURT Well putting it that way mean

19 theyve got four witnesses who can come in and you can

20 challenge the four witness You know that the basis wasnt

21 wasnt safety that there was nothing unsafe mean

22 MR WRIGHT think every one of those

23 THE COURT You dont want to just isolate it as

24 notice issue that he was informed that theres problem in

25 this clinic and youre getting lot of complaints about it
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and you know rectify it do something you know Go go

take this class do something and yet the behavior continued

MR WRIGHT Okay but

THE COURT That to me to me that would he what is

probative about the letters and the complaints Eecse

aqan other than bringing in the individual winessos tYe

complaints clearly are hearsay You know you cant rndl_y

mean that you know the mert of each indixioual

complaint You know its more that you got these compldlnts

10 and the Medical board is sdying take action take action

11 And you know no action apparently was taken mann hdt to

12 me whats what the point of it is or what oulo tdke

13 as the point of it

14 MR WRIGHT Youre but youre readino more into

15 the the nature of the complaints If if we were on

16 trial here for too speedy of procedure or we were on tria for

17 you started before the patient was asleep could get

18 it But this is like the cop yells slow down and ther cet

19 caught for not stopping at crosswalk and you want to bring

20 it in mean because these complaints had nothing to do

21 with the ultimate conduct in the offense charged here

22 THE COURT Of course not because no one would be

23 making that complaint because they dont know whats cuing on

24 mean they dont see the reuse of the syringe so that cant

25 mean almost by definition that cant be something other
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than worker complaining or physician that had come in

and decided not to worK there anymore Thats rot something

that would be complaint mean

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT you xnow meon think the

States

MR WRIGHT Youre on notice slow down

THE COURT Look ft ink the States Lheory is that

the quality of pdtien care the primary focus on profit

10 maximization and the speed in which things were done

11 created an atmosphere where mistakes could likely be made

12 MR WRIGHT Okay But were nor on trial For

13 mistakes being made This isnt negligence case Were on

14 trial for supposedly

15 THE COURT Its gross its an extreme

16 negligence case

17 MR WRIGHT you keep telling me what the theory

18 is and it changes week by week thie theory of the case

19 because it hasnt been pleo proper but

20 THE COURT Well the Nevada Supreme Court said we

21 could go forward on it so

22 MR WRIGHT Oh big surprise

23 THE COURT Well that

24 MS STANISH Well now its being varied Your

25 Honor Its you know
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MR WRIGHT Rioht It is variance mean we

keep flip looping but now how does the atmosphere of profit

maximization put someone but am going to know the

risk of the propofol reuse and of the syringe reuse ann

kcwinc the likely conseqnences am going to say hell wIth

it nd no forward knowno the risks involved All flows from

In capitalistic businessman and work hard and go fast

Lst dont see the connect you do

THE COURT Mr Staudaher its your motion

10 MR STAUDAHER Clearly thats the focus on the

11 State that hes financially motivated to do this That he

12 does so in the face of being told by his staff by the medical

13 board oy anything he just doesnt care Hes going to make

14 that money so he can get in and get out with as much as he

15 can and his motivation financial motivation overrides

16 everything It is the fact of why he essentially goes forward

17 because he doesnt think that he can be touched As is the

18 case with the letters that go and then him coming before the

19 board He keeps on doino it even after that

20 Now any reasonable person would have stepped back

21 and maybe adjusted their or at least tacitly adjusteo their

22 behavior he did not His intent and his motivation are

23 married in this case His intent is that hes on notice as

24 the Courts pointed out that he should not do these

25 practices he should not engage in these practices
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And then after that what does he do He continues

to do it And whats the motivation The motivation is the

financial part of it And the whole purpose of the way his

practice is run set up and the people that work underneath

him or within the practice the way they do things anc cut

corners is aimed at fostering both of those issues

That is why this is iortant to come in as think

legitimate 40 48045 evioence cong in of other bao acts to

support that He is clearly going to be arguing the opposite

10 way In just the guestioninci thctts come out in the case thus

11 far were not talking about distancing that hes trying to

12 distance himself from the actions of certain indivioual or

13 not Hes you know ths is just kind of like well we

14 thought these people were professional and they did their jobs

15 and we were going in there and didnt know and weve had

16 doctors come in here that were actually in the procedures

17 rooms and said they they focused on their little part of

18 the case and that was that was it

19 Whos the one person in the entire practice who has

20 his fingers in every aspect of the practice and knows

21 everything thats going on and nothing happens or changes or

/2 moves unless he says so And thats that man sitting right

23 over there its Desai Hes the one that fostered and put

24 that atmosphere into practice and in place and he doesnt care

25 wfo tells him otherwise and thats why this is important to
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bring in to show that hell be damned hes goirg to oo

forward and do what he wants to do regardless We think Its

legitimate and its leoitimate for that information to oome

in to help support that in this oase

MR WRIGHT just think this is preposteroLs

dont know how else to say it Its his intent hes on

notioe so what does he oo He keeps doing it anyway keeps

his fingers in the praotioe to show Wha is this This

how is this go to the indiotment go to the elements oo tc

10 what we are truly disputing here instead of the orap they keep

11 pulling out and show me the probative value of him being

12 going too fast on his oolonosoopy prooedures and startino the

13 prooedure before the patient is asleep

14 Now that that is offensive oonduot That is

15 prejudiic1 and its ooming in for some purpose have hare

16 time to grasp other than truly to show its being brought in

17 to show hes bad dootor and bad oharoter mean whioh is

18 what is it isnt even supposed to oome in for

19 THE COURT Well

20 MR WRIGHT But struggle to find out when

21 keep hearing its its the atmosphere and its his intent

22 to keep doing what he does and thats just hell be damned Im

23 untouohable and Ill go ahead Give me break If thats

24 not just putting in bad oharaoter evidenoe dont know what

25 is
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THE COUFT Well understand the States ioea The

States idea is this that its you know hes so you

krow the States theory is that Dr Desa is so its

global idea Hes so concerned with profit maximization It

ircludes everything ircuces tne use supplies We

hdvent had direct evIdence or iraybe we weve Sad

lot of direct evidence about tre prcucfol and the concern

about the waste of the propofol dcnt rerollect exactly

about the use of the syrinqes wha weve heal about that

10 which because thats the ssue mean agree witf you

11 Mr Wright thats the issue

12 Did he know that they were eusino those syrinoes

13 because thats how the infection is ti0nsmitted If you

14 sinply reuse the propofol and you do it in an aseptic manner

15 theres no problem notwithstanoinc tfle marking That is

16 apparently widespread practice and really otSer than the

17 manufacturer thinking stupdly naively hat they woulc be

18 somehow protecting themselves by markinq uhose bottles as

19 single use vials its the same a5 the seline and other

20 multi use drugs as long as its used dsepulcally So agree

21 with you there

22 You know the fact that he was concerned about

23 propofol in and of itself really isnt evidence of anything

24 becamse that could have been done notwithstanding directions

25 from the manufacturer That could have been done aseptically
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just ike the saline solution or the Lidocaine or anything

else thdts used on various patients So get that

The point of what the State is doing their theory is

tY0t tes concerned with profit maximization to the point of

rstitc pctiens through bec0use he doesnt want the point

cf the anesthesia and not beino under anesthesia he ciant

want tc wdrt for in he ooesnt want to wait that minute for

somebocy to be fully sedated Or he doesnt want to take

ticse twc minutes an say to the patient and the nurse

10 auestcetist well why you know whats going on here Wh3i

11 isnt tcis drug taking effect Do we have another drug you

12 krcw tdt we can utilize to sedate this patient

13 And thats the point of that that its part of the

14 speed cu know an extra five minutes isnt going to be

15 taken Th0ts the point of that with the quick colonoscopies

16 because you know every minute counts That you know maybe

17 even sciieeze in one more patient that particular day

18 Thans the point of all of that that that you

19 know and as you know if youre going to if youre

20 going to be doing colonoscopies on people who arent sedated

21 then its not far you know who are conscious that can

22 file complaints Its not far far step to then think

23 wel what else would this person you know do as part of the

24 maximization of profits Thats thats what theyre tryino

25 to show right
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MR STAUDAHER Its

MR WRIGHT That evimence is all in

THE COURT Thats the point in that

MR WRIGHT mean this is urnulative How much of

ths cave we heaxd

THE COURT Well like said

MR WRIGHT Ann now were goinc to bring in 404b
core other prejudicial stuff mean this is this is

its not like this is somethinc some imditional ingredient

10 theyre missing in their case Ive got its fastest The

11 records show its the fastest The speed is all there Him

12 being penny pincher is in ad nansearn His speed in and out

13 is ll in ad nauseam And and so what what is the extra

14 wrere were balancing incremental value versus the prejudIce

15 THE COURT Well to me Im not saying Im letting

16 it but to me the relevctnce of the complaints is bYe notice

17 issue Youve been put on notice thdt this is an issue and

18 you know in order to prove recklessness and you know

19 criminal negligence youre automatically going to go through

20 ordinary negligence what you would prove for ordinary

21 negligence Its above thcit

22 So mean by definition criminal negligence

23 includes ordinary mean its like subset You know if

z4 you did what is that Venn diagram or somethino You

25 know and so to say well thats just negligence Well
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wel yes but but theyre going with criminal negligence

and so again to you know think the value of that wou

be the notice issue Youve been told you know this is

problem were watching you And and if nothing was done

you know then thar sort of defarts the claim Well

tiought this was all al fine because didnt think tYat

patient safety was being compromised

Now obviously patient safety in the transmission

hepatitis isnt comproraiseo by the speed of the colonoscop

10 but wuat is The liKelihood of perforation is compromised

11 Patient comfort and you know whether or not cancers are

12 diagnosed or polyps are removed which as we know can leao to

13 cancer So maybe somebody didnt have cancer mean

14 aoaln you know think that the the physician that

15 testified it was oo unrelateo to Dr Desai dont thnk

16 he said anything to reasonable degree of medical

17 probability which is or certainty which is what you woulc

18 need at civil case So agree there really coulont

19 digest that in way

20 think the testimony about the tumor but that was

21 Dr Carrol And so think that that is too prejudicial as

22 against Dr Desai because you know yes its part of the

23 culture but now we have another physician failing to diagnose

24 So that you know have concerns with Do you want to

25 move on to the other three people
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THE COURT Well except out of one you know one

youre saying oh my Coo its 0d nauseam my word not

weve heard nothing but the speed and tne this and the

Weve had so much eviderce of thcit nd then youre

oh hut the notice Is unrounded that these things were

MS STANISH Theyre dIfferent arguments Your

Honor

MR WRIGHT Correct

THE COURT Well like

MS STANISH mean one deals with the cumulative

nature so that Your Honor can look at the the prejudicial

you know laying the prejudice versus he probative va ue

The other one deals more with the right of confrontation

MR WRIGHT Correct

MS STANISH and you know honestly Your

Honor and think Dr Kashan is is an you know is
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represent0tive of The challenne that we have in trying to

defend against this unfounded rotice Because Ill tell you

rigtt now dont have an expert in oncology dont have

ar expert that can qualify to deal with the gastrology

issues that ae baing presentec Yes it sounds when

someone untrained in medical medicine says something aut
oh tnis persnn moveo need additional experts to even

defend against somcthing that is not related to the indictment

as far aS thc misuse of unsdfe injection practices With

10 respect Your Honor to what we heard today very similar

11 situations You know we have the we have

12 THE OOURT Im sorry Are they all here Kenny

13 MS STANISH thats okay

14 THE COURT No were still waiting Heres what Im

15 going to do Were going to hear the argument As soon as

16 all the jurors are here well just get started If we need to

17 pick up the argument later well do that

18 MS STANISH Okay So you want me to stop or sit

19 THE COURT No no asked Kenny whos standing in

20 the hack are they all here

21 MR WRIGHT No theyre not here yet

22 MS STANISH Oh okay Understood

23 THE COURT And he says no Who are we missing

24 MS STANISH With respect to Ms Phelps Your Honor

25 tIre records will show that she had conscious sedation hack in
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the year of 2000 Remote in time unrelated to propofol

dont have any medical records cant defend even against

tf is You know just because someone feels pair duriug

colonoscopy does not mean that they have committed my

client has committed malpractice People hdve cifferenu

colons My wont my brothers going to hate that Im

sayng this he had colonoscopy and bes doctor without

anesthesia Arid he does colonoscopies you know wltY

smaller scope and peoples colons re different Some people

10 can have it done very smoothly wthout problems othcis

11 despite the amount of menication you give are more difficult

12 ard it an be painful even though theyre under anesthesia

13 Now got have an anesthesiologist but dont

14 have gastro expert to address this issue because dicrit

15 know when read the indictment that would be defencing my

16 client agdinst medical malpractice for gastro issues So

17 would need continuance in order to prepare to defend against

18 the notice and all these 404b witnesses who have testified

19 today

20 THE COURT Ms Stanish the jurors are all here If

21 anyone needs quick restroom break before we start lets do

22 it right now so that we cont have to interrupt once the

23 jurors come in

24 Court recessed 1106 a.m until 1110 a.m

25 Outside the presence of the jury
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THE COURT Whos next up

MS WECKERLY Were in the middle of Nancy

THE COURT Oh thats right You can put the

witness back on the stanc if you that will save minute or

two Bring them in

MS STANISH Judge understand that Mr

Staudahers going have about all hour more on direct

THE COURT OKay

MS STANISH Im going to need little break in

10 between because this is document intensive witness for me

11 and Id like little time to organize so Im not fumbling up

12 there

13 THE COURT All rgut Mr Santacroce are you goinG

14 to have any cross for this witress

15 MR SANTACROCE yes

16 THE COURT So mciybe you can start dependinc on what

17 time it is mean if it takes an hour then well just take

18 lunch

19 MS STANISH Yeah it might hit lunch Youre

20 right Okay

21 THE COURT But if its you know 30 minutes then

22 no

23 MS STANISH Great Fair enough

24 Jury reconvened at 1113 a.rr

25 THE COURT All right Court is now back in session
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and maam you are still under oath

Mr Staudaher you may resume your direct

examination

MR STAUDAHER Thank you Your Honor

DIRECT EXRMINATION Continuud

BY MR STAUDAHER

Now when we left off yesterody we were going

through those two charts Im talking abcut these here which

were States Exhibit 156 whct Is the churL wih all ftc

10 names and all the information on it correct

11 Thats correct

12 And if understood you ouKectly when we left

13 off also you had said that that Informution ame from the

14 actual patient predominately came from the patient files

15 themselves

16 Thats right

17 And went into those two charts

18 Thats right

19 Just so were were on the same page

20 MR STAUDAHER May approach for one moment Your

21 Honor

22 THE COURT You may

23 BY MR STAUDAHER

/4 Im showing you what has been designatec as page

25 18 on the first chart and Id like you to just if you would
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flip through this this record and see if that is the kind

of informction tha you used to put the charts together

MS STAhISH Mr Staudaher what are we looking at

up there

MR STALLAHER The patIent file for patient 18

MS STAEISH Thdrlk you

MR STAUIDAHER Its 18C think

THE WITNESS ThIs looks like the files

BY MR STAUDAHER

10 Okay So is tnis similar to what you see on

11 on most of them

12 Yes

13 know tha they have different paper hut its

14 along the same kinos of oocuments behind the numbers on that

15 chart

16 Yes

17 Were used out of these files

18 Thats correct

19 MR STALDAHER And aoain for counsel Im sorry it

20 was Exhibit 95 Its patient 18

21 MS STANISH Thank you

22 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 One of the things wanted to go over with you

24 just so were before ask you the other questions in

25 moment When we look let me zoom out here to get general
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perspective And Im looking at at Bates number PF330

Do you recognize this type of document

Yes havent seen them for wYiie but

does look familiar

Is this an anesthesia record that wero looKing

at

Canlseemoreofit

Yes certainly And this is redactabie Well

let me pull actudily let me get different one Let me

10 get one that has it doesnt have some of the redacteo

11 irformation This is Exhibit Number

12 MS STALISH What patient is that please

13 MR STAUDAHER This is Stacy Hutchinson

14 BY MR STAUDAHER

15 And Im going to zoom out one more time Do you

16 see that Do you see at the bottom it says anesthesia record

17 Yes

18 Okay Does that look familiar to you

19 Yes

zO Now theres certain information on this chart

21 numbers and the like milligrams and the like Did you take

z2 the information on off of this chart or or one very

23 similar like this for each one of the patients to populate

24 your your exhibit that was the larger chart

25 Yes did
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Okay So ths is the front page and then thats

the hack page of the exhibit as well the enhanced record Do

you see that

Yes

Now in adcition to that you had mentioned

think procedure or computer record of the procedure

Showing you Bates number 6248 at the time at this moment

First page of what appears to be procedure record ad the

second page Do you see that

10 Yes

11 And there are times listed there on the second

12 page and 0ctually names of people listed on the first page

13 Yes

14 Let me set aside that record Have you seen one

15 of one of these type records before

16 Yes

17 And do you see where it says pre procedure

18 assessment time and its got tine listed here

19 Yes

20 And then if we go to the next one and also at

21 the very top has time listed as it just has the very

22 first line of this of the actual document If we co to the

23 next one there is things and records entitled Endoscopy

24 Procedure Nursing Record Bates number 2822 Also has

25 procedure start time here procedure end time here
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Yes

Go to 2823 which the next docLsnent Do you

see up here it says post procedure assessment time anc its

got time listed DC hep lock time discharge ime patient

at bedside

Yes

Or physician at bedside iather

Yes

And then the record thdt we werc mlklnc out
10 one of them that we were talking about yesterday theres

11 sfeet which has two pieces if understdnd them correc ly of

12 of sort of computer generated material thdts actually

13 stapled to this document and then photocopied is tLat rioht

14 Thats correct

15 And if understood you correctly the one with

16 the tracing meaning the the heart type tiacino was rhe one

17 that you you determined was the monitored

18 Thats correct

19 monitored copy And this one where its

20 upside down in this picture but is the tape is the

21 recovery room tape is that righL

22 Thats correct

23 And so the numbers that are on your chart did

24 they come from these areas that Ive just shown you

z5 Yes
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And again if you need to look at this to

refresh your memory or simdar document like it just let

let me know can show i- to you Now on the well

actually let me qo back to that because do want to ask you

before no cndrt ctout one cf the documents whicf was the

anesthesia ieod Now on tne anesthesid recorc and acain

this is Bates numdei 2919 dd you see lots of these types of

records when you were doinc this work

Lucry creen fi went through had one

10 Han one Okay Now down here where it says

11 propofol

12 Yes

13 ano its got sort of an amount listed

14 noticed that in the chart that we had Im just going to put

15 that on ust superimpose that for moment which is 156

16 and wont zoom in on it riqht now because want to just ask

17 you the questions But in tnis column here where it says

18 propofol and its not certain numbers that you said were

19 rrulligram amounts per injecton correct

20 Yes

21 Does that correspond when were looking here on

22 this record to an atea wfere its got in this case its

23 just single injection it appears or at least 100 and then it

24 has line throughout the entire procedure Do you see that

25 Yes hut it would be the propofol line
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Right Oh Im sorry Wrong one Im down

here ct this my mistake So this one is the 150 So

ti-at would is that oorresponding to what we would see on

this other ohart reoord the States 156 whioh would have

propofol nd then 100 and 50

Yes

Indioating two separate inietions

Yes

And then at the end the total axnoun

iO Yes

II Along those lines you oan see the vital signs

12 are listed for the entirety of the time of this reooro

Ri oorreot

14 Yes

15 And then over in the right hand oorner

16 right hand lower oorner the date and then the aotual start

17 and stop time of the prooedures

18 Yes

19 Does that information also appear on this larger

20 reoord in States 156 and and the oompanion one is States

Ri

22 Yes

23 So to the extent that this information is listed

24 here and the numbers are listed here did you try to

25 aoourately transpose whats on this partioular reoord ard Im
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and when say this Im just in general saying all the

records you looked at for all of these patient files on on

those two days into the spreacsheet which comprises States

156 and 157

Yes Thats wnat took the my information

from

Were you in any way in producing this document

saying that the times listed the milligram amounts the

actual stait and stop times down here in The corner that

10 those are in fact accurate in the record itself

11 didnt know that just took the

12 numbers that were on the recoro

13 Okay And thats how we get our charts

14 Yes

15 Now in looking at the is that the same thing

16 for the other times and the and the nurses who were

17 involved cmi and where they if they were you know the

18 procedure nurse or the doctor involved you took that off of

19 these records

20 Yes

21 Are you saying that that is an accurate

22 depiction of who actually was in the room at the time or you

23 were relying on just the record to show that that is the case

24 Im just relying on the record

25 Im going to open this up again so Im just
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going to set this off to the side here Now goinc back to the

ciarts for moment and Im going to stdrt off with 156

Just for context were were on the September 2st 2007

date nd Im going to be focusing for the momen on tYis part

here wnich is from the anesthesIa recoro like we just saw

moment ago When were lookinc at that record here see

tbet these patients are in particular ooer first of

on this on this record How did you oroer the patients on

on tnis chart

10 On this particular d0y we han date that Aas

11 i000rreTh in the report so knew which room they were in from

12 that number

13 So you would segregate each oersor by womb room

14 they were in

15 Yes

16 When you were go ahead

17 if you could show me the top of rhe

18 spreadsheet it it says how sorted it So if you go over

19 to the right It was sorted by the reporL procedure start

20 date

21 Okay So the one that were talking about

22 the column all the way over here is that correct

23 The start procedure report date yes

24 Okay So you you sorted by the start date or

25 the start time
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Start tine

So we woulo have to believe that chat start time

wouFd be aocurate for your ordering to be accurate is that

fair

Thats conect

Now ic the piocess of doing this orderino did

you try it number of ci ferect ways

did before knew cibout the the corrputer

glitcn on the report the conpter cenercited report

10 sorted it by just about every cc umn that had and they were

11 all different it we we couldnt get the same

12 sort for every time So ci ce was able Lo break it down by

13 room that that made it little easier So sortec it by

14 room and sorted it by he procedure report start time

15 So if Im understand you conectly the

16 actual order of the patients on the segregate

17 between room one lets just cal this one on the top chart

18 room one and say the one on the bottom which is room two

19 because of the date correct

20 Right

21 but you were relying on the acuracy of the

22 iritial computer sort of record in the room on that one that

23 had the pictures on it is that right For the sorting of

24 this particular chart

25 This particular chart was sorted by that report
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time yes

Okay And just so were clear on tYis want

tc make suxe Im going to use States Exhibit Bates

nuribers 2648 and 269 Okciy So goino bark out for moment

an tis is the record were talking about correct

Correct

The first page and second page of that record

Correct

So the part here on this where it this is an

10 actuai one that looks like its Dr Desai correct

11 Right

12 And it says signed date nd its cot cate and

time and then its got note intiated on and date and

14 tine

15 Thats correct

16 do you see that Which number were ou usinc

17 to sort by

18 think its on the first page

19 Let me let me just show you that Ill just

20 sLow it to you States 156 and tell me if you can

21 specifically what number you used to sort that chart

22 Well it was sorted it was sortec by the

23 report nrocedure start time So if on the first page of this

24 report

25 Yes
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think theres time

Oh on this one

Yes

Oh Im sorry So

Is there

Well let me snow to you and then you can

just tell me so that can go right to it

No It was on t s side It was on the second

page its on here

10 So its riotit there

11 Right

12 Okay So theres two actual times there One

13 says the note initiated time and the other one says the sgned

14 time Do you see that

15 Right

16 Do you know which one you used to sort it

17 Well would have it where the note initiated

18 time was the first one

19 Okay

20 And then it was signed off is when the conuter

21 was was stopped

22 Okay In even using that Im sorry

23 MR WRIGHT Point out the two times

24 THE WITNESS The times

25 MR WRIGHT mean move that around
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BY MR STAUDAHER

will So weve got here where it says report

has been signed and then it says signed date up here

MR WRIGHT Oh okay

BY MR STAUDAHER

different date Do you see Those two teie

arid here So it says

MR WRIGHT So whioh ones the start

BY MR STAUDAHER

10 so does it say where it says note

11 iritiated on that is that the aotual start time

12 Yes

ii Is that the one you used

14 Yes

15 Okay For this ohart You have whole bunch

16 of other oharts

17 Right

18 So the end time would be when the doctor wa Red

19 out of the room supposedly and signed off

20 Yes

zl Is that fair

22 Thats fair

23 Okay And thats what we would see translated

24 over to the ohart

25 Yes thats oorrect
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In this partIcular cecord just so we can do

this this is Stacy J-Jutcfinson dOd the record here shows that

the note was initiated or at 5258 and was signeo off at

100633 Do you see that

Yes

And if we cc to and Ili try not to make

everybody sick again bu Stacy T-iutchinson is right here Im

going to slide all the way across nd we can see that it says

952 and 1008 is th0t riot

10 think its 1306

11 Now oh youre correct Im sorry was

12 not able to read that well Bc anyway 10 1006 That

13 corresponds to the same inforrrdton as is in this record

14 which is Bates number 264 wItch Is the 952 and 1006

15 Thats correct

16 So in order for the dctual specific order of

17 patients one after the other to be accurate this record

18 itself would have to he accurate is that fair

19 Thats correct

20 So if there wds some glitches or issues with

21 even the computer times unoer these would that potentially

22 affect the sorting of the patients

23 It would becduse thats what based the sort

24 on

25 Now in general when you look at this record
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and Im referring to 156 acain what and Im going to go

across at the very top Lets see go across to the very top

acan If we look at the different categories of of recorc

tat you actually used in this particular document the fIrst

ze understand you correctly is the anesthesia record

Yes

And if you look at the times listed on the

afesttesia record at least they appear to follow in

sequential fashion is that richt

10 Yes

ii IF we move across to the nurse log times for

li the most parr do those also appear to fall in sequentia

13 rashion

14 Theres one thats out of the one that starts

15 at 818 comes after the one that starts at 825

16 Right AnO thats what was going to net to

17 next For the most part they generally follow is that

18 correct

19 For the most part

20 But there appeared to be on some of the records

ii for ech one of these columns overlaps is that right

22 Yes

23 So where it appears as though if

z4 understand correctly that would mean that procedure for one

person is actually ongoing when it appears as though
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procedure for another person is going on at the same time

It appears from these times that that would

belt

Is that one of the reasons why you chose the

report time because of tf is overap issue

Yes That was the only one that that

that thought inight be accurate because it was computer

generated

So we go over tc the next column which in this

10 case appears to be the dischrce time one as well Do you see

11 that

12 Yes

13 Does that appear to be generally accurate

14 mean if we look at the times

15 Yes

16 want you to look here on some of these

17 want to go to 730 to 800 and then its got the other

18 patients Theres ooes there appear to be lot of

19 overlap on these

20 Yes there are

21 And in fact every one of the times listed is

22 the exact same time

23 Thats correct

24 Well move across to the tape read which if

25 understand you correctly is the Im going to call it the
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recovery room strip that little one that were tdlkino about

Ao-ain looking at hat tape read does it generally ir

case seem to follow with the exception of some overlap on some

of these patients

Yes

And if we move across to the monitor io me

this is the one that caine out of the room with he traciro

tiiat was nenerated by the computer thing in the room correct

Yes

10 Do these also appear to be kind of oenerc ly

11 just in the same chronological order

12 Yes

13 But again if we look at the

14 here we can see that there appears to be some overlap A5 weil

15 Yes

16 And if we look at this column here witY the

17 exception of that outlier they all appear to be exactly

18 minutes long

19 Yes

20 Did you ever have an explanation or could you

21 determine as to how that was even possible with relatior to

22 the other records you were looking at

23 No couldnt determine anything from the

24 records

25 When we move over here to the report time you
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have listed the times Ano again do these generally follow

the same pattern that we were takng about

Yes they no

And again the times here are listed ann they

actually vary over here correct

Thats correct

Not The Li minute over here or the

over to he anesthesid record the 33 32

amnute plus times over here is th0t right

10 Thats correct

11 Now for moment though want you to looK at

12 States Exhibit 157 Dic yo sort this the same way using the

13 procedure it says report procedure start time

14 did but oidnt hcve the rooms on that ore

15 because it was the ditch was gone It wasnt cinnt

16 show up in that computer generated report so sorted That one

17 by CENA and report start tme
18 So you sorreo counle of different ways

19 That one yeah mean that was the final sort

20 was by CENA and then by the start time

21 Okay So the so the order of the patients

22 within that group that you designated a5 likely to be the

23 room

24 Uh huh

25 Is by the report time
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Yes

And then you separated the two rooms by who was

the CPNA is that fair

Yes

And was that based on informdtion you had that

the the CRNA predominately stayed in one room the entire

day

Im not sure had tnat infounation at the time

but it made more sense beccuse it was more consistent that one

10 CPNA would stay in one roorii and the other one would be in the

11 other room

12 So this woulont necessarily be able to refect

13 then in this record whetfer or not CPNA wen4 to lunch and

14 was covered by the other CRNA

15 No not like the other one

16 Or break where one CENA may have come over and

17 releved another one for period of time

18 Thats correct

19 Now the procedure start time on this record

20 which is States 157 and want to put up the other one and

21 to show it also if can try to do that at the same time

22 want you to focus on in 1% to the to the differences

23 in the actual difference time which are in minutes Do you

24 see that

25 Yes
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And flip to ari dont see anything here

that appeaxs to be above theres one that said 30

minute one here the rest of tram cre in The 10 12 15 23

minutes or eight minute range somewhere in there is that

right

Yes

Okay We 00 to ths recoro which is also

sorted in the same manner 3r you see that the time

difference here appears co hR cn now nd 14 or 39 rairiuces or

10 11 or 25 arid the like

11 Yes

12 When you looKed Th tiose records obvious1y

13 theres big difference between These times here but they

14 still appear to be in descendiro cwcnologic oroer for the

15 most part is that right

16 Thats correct

17 If you look tL0t many if this was accurate

18 and it goes on for the entre cdy both rooms correct

19 Correct

20 There are 65 patients total on that day is that

zl right

22 dont know cant see it Yes

23 At least an hour apiece on each one of those

z4 At least

25 This was one day too
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Thats correct

The times on the anesthesia recoro were

predominantly all above 30 minutes

They they ranged around 30 to 33

Sixty five patients in in nay there 30

plus minutes pop

Thats lono day

Iow beside looking at those records ann ooino

trrough them when you were going through the patient files

10 tfemselves like the one we have here if we look specifically

11 at one area which is on Exhibit 156 and it is the second

i2 room that you designated and this is where have

13 actually got it wrong Thats the top room axid if we slide

14 down here to the second room weve got Stacy Hurchinson as the

15 first patient thats marked in green

16 Yes

17 And if youre if look at your legend that

18 says its entitled victims That would be genetically

19 ii atched patient

20 Yes thats correct

21 The ones who were above you see heres two up

22 here that are in yellow in the other room Do you see that

23 Yes do

24 One is has the designator of 550 and one has

25 the designator 570 We had those patients come in so want
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to ask if you will tell us who those patients are

One is Lakot0 Quannat cnd the other is bnuyen

Huynh

have trouble with that name too So oo you

remember which is which

believe Lakota Quannah is the list us

So Lakota Quannah here and Ms Mr ri

just goinu to call him Mr Nguyen down here

Okay

10 Okay So even thougn we have nunbcr

11 designations we know from your review beause ber you

12 cricinally did this chart you had the names currer

13 Thats correct

14 But these are in fact those Individudls

15 Yes

16 Now when we lock at the times for lets

17 start off with the ones for and and acain Im sorry to

18 slide back and forth but want to make sure we have the name

19 So Kenneth Rubino being as you designated this Lhe source

20 patient and then Lakota Quannah and then he first infected or

21 cienetically matched patient which was

22 Thats correct

23 Do you see that We go across to anc

24 and we already dont want to necessarily looK at this

25 anesthesia time because youve already indicated that doesnt
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corrport with reality meaning the the number of rairues

ti-at would be attributed to the anesthesia time for number

of hours that

1\o

So if we go across to the time that you have

listed as being what you believe was the most accurate ano we

look at that as beino the the start and stop times of the

procedures youre takinc that off of the eooro itself

correct

10 Yes the report

11 Weve got at least from here from 9R0 untl

12 1Cu6 is the window is that right

13 Yes

14 And from 950 to 1000 1OOC to 10 10 is

15 it or 16 Sixteen it looks like 1022 to 1036 ttat

16 winoow

17 Yes

18 Now want to go down this column for moment

19 to this patient right here which will indicate to you is

20 patient 18 Do you see that that shows start time of 1013

21 ard an end time at 1024

22 Yes

23 That is within the window is it not of ths

z4 grouping of patients

25 Yes
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here

Itis

If we slide back across is it one here

is okay We see that the designated CPNA is Keith 1atYahs

or all three of the first group

Yes

Do you see that And if we get dowr thcit same

column down here we have Keith rthahs also ir that roor

within the window of time that he would have been in the othet

10 room

11 Thats correct

12 Is this somethinc that you saw in ftc necorcs

13 you went through them at beside this one insance that

14 pointed out where it appeGred as though one person was in

iS two rooms at the same time

16 remember that that this particular ircien

17 wI-ere Keith Mathahs showed up tween the two infections

18 really struck me because it was so out of place So it ddnt

19 go with the pattern of having him just in the one room so

20 do remember that one specifically

21 And as you can see if you go down little bit

12 further on this that it appears as though he had hes

23 there over what appears to be the noon hour time as well

24 Yes

25 And have you had information that indicated that
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tiey aid swich rooms beween or at lunch to cover each

ctYer

Later did hut when first did this ch0xt

didrt know that

Right Ann rn talking about collectively

because you youve mane various iterations of this chart or

tiese unts as you went correct

Thats correct

So some point did you learn that in your

10 irvesticdtion

11 Yes

12 bo that is not obviously time that would

lu irdcte lunch break

14 ho

15 Lookino at these records for these these

16 p0tents this group of patients right here and Im not ooinc

17 to slide it over bur its Stacy Hutchinson patient 18 and

18 Patty Aspinwall Did you see any irregularities in the

19 records of who on the coguuter generated one this this one

20 Im talking about the report time one as to who was in the

zl room versus who actually did the anesthesia record on those

22 days

23 dont remember If could look at the

24 records

25 Sure you can look at them Ive got both of
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ft em so let me show you this one Stacy 1-lutchinson thats

can you look at the computer generated record there ano

tell me who it says the CRNA was in the room on that one

It for Stacy Hutchinson it says Ronald

Lakeman

And then do you know you remember tre

signatures or what the signatures look like for those

indvduals

Yes this is Ronald Lakemans because of the bic

10

11 MR SANTACROCE cant hear Your Honor

12 MR STAUDAHER Ronald Lakemans because of the bio

13

14 MR SANTACROCE On which which one

15 MR STAUDAHER This is on Stacy Hutchinsons record

16 2819 Bates number

17 BY MR STAUDAHER

18 So at least on that record it appears as thouoY

19 Mr LakemcLn was at the beginning of the procedure and he

20 actually did this

21 THE COURT RECORDER Im sorry Mr Staudaher

22 didnt didnt get this last part

23 BY MR STAUDAHER

24 Im sorry So at least a5 far as that record

25 Stacy Hutchinson is concerned hes on the procedure or the
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the report record the computer generated one as well as

tue anesthesia ecoro

Yes thats correct

Nov as far as 18 is concerned

MR SIALDAHER My approach Your Honor

THE OJFT Sure

BY MR SIAUDAHER

And for the record this is Exhibit 95 and Its

Bates number 3u00 PH u309 Do you see this record here

10 Yes do

11 Do you see who is uisted on the anesthesia

12 record there

13 And Thats Keith Mathahs

14 Dkciy And if we go to lets see if its in

15 tue beginnno here or at the end If we go to the actual

16 computer record for Ihat that is his mean whos

17 listed there as far as being present during the beginning of

18 the procedure

19 Ronald Lakeman is shown as the CPNA

20 So at some point and Im going to display

21 ttiis now This is Bates number 3259 for the record So its

22 got Dipak Desai Linda McGreevy nd Ronald Lakeman as the CPfJA

23 for anesthesia correct

24 Thats correct

25 If we go to Bates number 3309 however go down
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to the signature or who actually signed and wrote up this

anesthesia record that is Keith Mathahs

Thats correct

So weve got what appears to be the records of

two CRNAs in the same room at the same time

Would appear tnat way

And on your sortinq if we take this oroer as

being as accurate as it car oe and we go back up to the fist

room and we look a- source patient infected patient infectec

10 patient within that wnoow we have at least with Mr Mathahs

11 actually appearing on the record for this patient right here

12 this patient over there ano the actual computer recoro showino

13 that its Ronald Lakeman

14 Thats correct

15 Anter this happens does it appear from the

16 record and Ill go back up Im sorry to do this oo back

17 up Did Keith Mathahs return to his room as opposed to

18 what Im talking about as far as the records themselves are

19 concerned Does it appear as

20 Yes

21 though he appears on the record up here

22 Well it doesnt show that he ever left until

23 about

24 Until oown here correct

25 down there yes
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And This appears again as time near the lunch

hour is that correct

Thats oirect

So in doesnt look like from the record and we

can look at -hem sequentia a5 though he ever is able to

leave that room

Thats roTh

but we have him physically his signature on

in oocumentdtion of an arestcetic procedure in the other room

10 at the at well 0t time when he doesnt appear

11 to have left even -he room hes

12 Thats rgft

13 And we go cown to the very bottom again Do we

14 see toat about the Lime he oets to this room that the

15 infections start here

16 Yes

17 MR SANTACROCE That msstates the testimony and the

18 evidence Your Honor Tie in ection started before that

19 MR STAUDAHER sic about the time he gets to the

20 room

21 THE OURT You mean the first infection in thdt

22 room

23 MR STAUDAHER Correct yes First infection in

24 that room And were talkIng about

25 THE COURT Thats the first patient infected in that
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room

MR STAUDAHER First patient infected in that room

yes Let me clarify that

BY MR STAUDAHER

The first patient nfected in that room

coincides with at least the time period that Mr Mathahs caine

over to that room

Yes beoause his that procedure woulo have

started at 1013 according to this this record that used

10 Now as far a5 thats conoerned oid you have

11 any any indication that there was syncing or an identity

12 of timing between he two rooms Meaning that the computer

13 eqnpment and the procedure loos and the ape reads were all

14 in synch between the two rooms

15 dont think ever noticed that didnt

16 didnt look for that

17 In fact if we just Im sorry to do this

18 because hut have to If we go over to the very first one

19 of the day here and if we _ook at the anesthesia record which

20 would be showing when they supposedly started which is

21 different than what the other records show correct If we go

22 all the wdy over to there within report initiated time 659

23 here and weve got the actual anesthesia time record showing

24 it to be Jnout 700 in the morning Do you see that

25 Yes they were close
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Okay Then ets go down to the rext room and

lets see it seems ike rqDt at 700 ac-oroing to this

anesthesia rerord another procedure starting here oorreot

In the other ro yes

And if you oo cll the wcy dcross in that same

prooedure room it looKs ike thugs start at 656 over here

Thats crrect

Now wiat wut to do is show you who the

doctor was in that pdrticu 0r room You see its Clifford

10 Carrol

11 Yes

12 Room one Aro well there we oo Sorry

13 about this And it dppears be Clifford Carrol in room two

14 Yes

15 So Clifforo Carrol appedrs he in the same two

16 procedure rooms doino procedures smoltaneously accordino to

17 the records anyway

18 Thats correct

19 Now ore last thinq When we look at dnd

20 again the green are the genetical matched infected

21 patients correct

22 Thats right

23 Prior to this area where we see Keith Mathahs

24 appear just below this green person who is Stacy Hutchirson

25 and Ill slide it up just so we have and make sure we can
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show that there do not appear to be any infeotions going on

ir this room the seoond room oorreot

No there were none

After he Keith Nathahs oomes over to this

room and then returns to his room you see Keith at least

Ronald Lakemans name appears on tne reoord thereafter

Thats rigft

Okay And the infeotions oontinue on ii that

room

10 Thats oorreot

11 MR SANTACROCE Im ooing to objeot to the

12 oharaoterization infeotions oontinued on in that room

13 Theres one two three four five six people between them

14 THE COURT All rght

15 BY MR STAUDAHER

16 There appear to be miltiple infeotions after

17 that point in this room

18 Thats oorreot

19 Even though the reoord indioates Keith Mathahs

20 has returned to his other room and never left it in the first

21 plaoe

22 Thats right

23 Now want to move to another area You said

z4 that you did medioal supplies analysis in this oase

25 Yes
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think if when you ere here yestercay

and just to make sure were on the same page you saio you

primarily looked at syringes bite blocks piopofol Arythinc

else that you really focused on primarily

No that was it

Did you and cno weve not ftc records

and we know youve gone through every vera ano all the

vendor files and all that thinc lid ou tine Lp th
compicition and put that into ci spre0dsheet wncL then

10 produced sort of visua bar gtol kind of tf inq as to what

11 those numbers representec

12 Yes did

ii And Im going to go through ouple those

14 with you First of all want to show these to you ano ask

15 you if they if you recognize Theyve ciuieaoy been

16 admItted but just want to show them to you These are

17 States 152 153 154 and 155

18 Okay

19 Do those look familiam to you

20 Yes

21 Okay Can have them mIck Im going to start

22 off with

23 MS STANISH Excuse me Mr Staudaher have

z4 several charts Can coordinate with you to make sure know

25 what youre doing up there
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MR STAUDAHER Sure

MS STAHISH Im sorry Your Honor have these in

vrous fomats and different versions so Im just trying to

natrh them up

THE COURT Thats fine

MS STANISH Here you are Thank you Sorry for

tte delay

BI MR STAUDAHER

So Im going to start off with 153 Actu1y

iO lets start off with 155 Im sorry Now if need to move

11 it around to through ths let me know Okay

Okay

We actually have larger blow up versions of it

14 as well that we can display later on if we need to bet what

15 are we looking at here

16 This is chart that prepared based on the

17 Excel spreadsheet and the software mdkes the chart when you

18 pt the numbers in

19 Okay And as far as this is concerned its

20 entlt ed Upper Endoscopies Performed compared Bite Locks

21 ordered both at all clinic locations for 2007 Do you see

22 beat

23 Yes do

24 The blue line in your legend indicates what or

25 the blue bar
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The blue bar is the upper endoscopies

Is that patients patient numbers

Those are the procedures

Okay So procedures upper endoscopies So

were not mixing cclonoscopies with upper endoscopies

chart

Thats correct

And aoain does all the information that were

im about to display in these bar graphs come from Fe

10 compiled information which is contained in the varis

11 documents that are over here as Courts exhibits

i2 Yes

ii As far as the record is concerned theres

14 portion at the very top of this screen What is Thdt J5
15 some numbers

16 That was those were the totals that that

17 care up with after countng the procedures from the the

18 logbooks ard the number of bite blocks that were orderec b0sec

19 on the records that subpoenaed from the vendor

20 For that year period

21 For that locatior

22 Well yes You had three different locatIons

23 listed here correct

Right

25 So the first one says Shadow Is it fair to
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assume th0t thats the Shadow Lane 700 location

Thats correct

And Burnham is that the Burnham clinic

Thats correct

And Rainbow show that there are no pat erts

ttere It doesnt look lock as though there were

ho Rainbow Wc5 brand new clinic and dont

heY eve they had any procedures

Okay It shows some inventory though noes it

10 not

11 It did

12 Okay And lets go up to your your rumbers

ii at the very op up here Whet what are we looking And

14 Il Ill zoom in just tiny bit here And you aoain can

15 write cn that screen witf your fingernail if you need to

16 bt

17 Okay

18 tell us what were looking at

19 The upper enooscopies at the Shadow clinic for

20 2007 when counted them up there were 5040 endoscopy

21 procedures

22 So right there

23 Right there rigirt

24 Okay And then okay go ahead and cler that

25 so we can see it Ill point to it
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Okay

So youre bescribing this number here 5040

procedures

Thats correct

And then the number below that it sdys bite

blocks is what

Is the number of bte clocks that were ordered

for tcat location

It says 2250 is that correct

10 Thats correct

11 We go over to Burnharn we see that they h0ve how

12 many procedures

13 They had 2481 procedures

14 And how many bite blocks

15 Nine hundred bite blocks that were ordered

16 And at Rainbow

17 They had 100 bite blocks that were orderec

18 So the total combined all the clinics were

19 talking about number of patients

20 There were

21 or number of procedures rather

22 There were 7521 procedures and 3250 bite

23 blocks

24 So at least two to one ratio

25 have the ratio right off the screen
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Oh lets see

Yes

So tbe ratio of and this is patients per bite

block

Thats orrect 2.3 pdtienrs for every bite

block

bow the portion thats down here the bar

graphs is th0r just ceaphical represenoation of the of

those numbers

10 Itis

11 bo movinc to lets talk about propofol

12 next And this woulo be Exhbit 154

13 Oat7

14 And th0t bar graph again is entitled Shadow

15 Burnham and Total is that correct

16 Th0t5 onect

17 Are we to assume that whenever we see Sfadow

18 that thats Lhe Shadow Lane location

19 Yes

20 And Burnham the Burnham Clinic location

21 Thats coirect

22 And then the total is does that combine these

23 two

24 It combines them both yes

25 Now wanr to go back up to your numbers which
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make up this bar graph Okay Tell us what were looking at

here

This was the nundr of patients at the Shadow

Clinic is the 14957 for 2007

Okay

And at the Burnham Clinic they han 8619

So total of 23576 patients

Thats orrect

So if we no fror across and Lhink hat were

10 talking your next column says vals of propofol

11 Those were the number of vials of propofol that

12 were ordered

13 So 14957 patients

14 Yes

15 And 6764 vials of propofol

16 Thats correct

17 Ooes that include both the 20cc and 50cc

18 varieties

19 Yes it does

20 So all botfies of propofol

21 Yes

22 So the ratio

23 The ratio is 1.99 to one 1.99 patients to one

24 vial of propofol

25 Does that include both locations combined that
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ratio

Both locations combined yes

But if we look at those numbers clearly theres

rinre than two more than twc to one ration at the at

least the Shadow Lane Clinc cci ccc

Thats orrect

Now at Burrhn it indicc.tes that they tad 5619

patients Excuse me 800C

THE COURT It 5dV5 8000

10 8619

11 BY MR STAUDAHER

12 8619 patentc is tURt right

13 Yes thats rioht

14 And what is the rurte of vials of propofol that

15 were ordered at that locat on

16 5080 vials

17 So to get to youi ratio you combireo the the

18 supply at both clinics even tbcugn there were far more

19 numbers at of patients Siadow

20 Idid

21 Okay Thas in 2007

22 Thats correct 2007

23 Now did you also do this analysis for both

24 incident days July 25th of 2007 and September 21st of 2007

25 Idid
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10

11

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

graphical

thisgo up to

at fere

trere were

that

Im showing you States 153 Is that

graphical representation of those two dates the 7/25 date and

tfe 9/21 date

It is

Again blue is patient numbers anc red is is

epresentation of propofol

Thats correct

vials

The vials

We go up to get that off the screen If we

particular group of numbers what are we lookinc

On 7/25 of 2007 there were 65 patients nd

20 vials of propofcl checked out

And on 9/21

On 9/21 there were 6i natients ano 24 vials of

propofcl checked out

And you did ratios on those as well

Yes On the first day 7/25 the ratio of

tfe rtic of patients to vais was 3.25 dnd on the second day

tfe ratio of patients to vials was 2.625

Now you mentioned syringes as weli correct

Yes

Did you do comparison like the other ones of

syringes were ordered and used at the facility
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